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..- ABSTRACT

A demonstration was made of manufacturing five Copperhead gyroscope
• ' components via titanium powder metallurgy techniques. Commercially pure

titanium was used for one part; the remaining four parts were made of the
TI-6AI-4V alloy, which was produced through the heat treatment of a blend of
master alloy powder with the titanium. Two parts were made by isostatic
compaction techniques in urethane rubber bags; steel mandrels were used to
precisely define the Interior details. Three parts were made by die pressing
followed by sintering. Of these, one was left as-sintered, one was hot
forged, and one was subsequently HIP (hot isostatically pressed). Test bars
representing the different material-process combinations were used to demon-
strate that the chosen combination provided adequate mechanical properties
for the intended applications.

The strongest samples were made of TI-0A1-WV which had been forged;
these had an ultimate tensile strength of 950 MPa (138 ksi) with 5% elonga-
tion. The best combination of properties for TI-6AI-4V was achieved in

*samples that were HIP after sintering. They had ultimate strengths in
excess of R95 tPa (130 ksi) with 12% elongation. Pure titanium samples that
were sintered and HIP had tensile strengths of 550 MPa (80 ksi) with over 20%
elongation. Samples which were tested under dynamic (high-g) conditions
exhibited tensile strengths 10-25% higher than comparable samples tested
at one g.

. . ..
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Concept

This program was performed to demonstrate the feasibility of manufacturing
five titanium Copperhead gyroscope components--the base, gotcha lock, gimbal ring,
Inner gimbal, and actuator housing--by P/H (powder metallurgy) techniques. The
reason for doing so was a TRW cost analysis that concluded that a considerable
savings could be made over the present practice of machining these components
from bar, while retaining or enhancing the properties desired in this application.
The program has been successful In meeting its goals, which were:

1. Demonstrate that a "machining preform" for each part could be
made, such that one or more difficult-to-produce surfaces would
require little or no machining.

2. Demonstrate, through an economic analysis based on the process
routings developed in the program, that P/H parts represent a
considerable saving over machined-from-bar parts.

3. Achieve considerable savings in input weight of titanium for
each part.

4. Select a material-processing combination that achieves the
required mechanical properties for each part.

5. Deliver sixty-six pieces of each of the five components: six
pieces to demonstrate that a manufacturing process had been

-~ arrived at, twelve additional pieces for a process demonstration

and subsequent testing by Martin-Marietta Corporation, and
forty-eight pieces for inventory. In one case (gimbal ring),
the machining preform was functionally satisfactory but did not

*meet blueprint dimensions; in the case of the gotcha lock, some
early inventory pieces had defective teeth. For both these
cases, a simple tool or process modification, as described below,
would suffice to correct the problem in production.

1.2 Program Plan

Four material-process combinations were planned for the five gyro parts:

CP Ti TI-6AI-4V

Die Press Actuator Housing Gimbal Ring
Inner Gimbal

Isostatic Press Gotcha Lock Base

a 
-°
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The composition of the five parts was determined by Martin-Marietta to satisfy
requirements of strength and corrosion resistance. The selection of the primary
consolidation technique, i.e., die pressing vs. isostatic pressing, was made by
TRW on the basis of the configuration of the individual parts. The thinness of
the gotcha lock wall with respect to its height and the hemispherical bowl at
the top of the base made these two parts natural candidates for isostatic
pressing, whereas the relative simplicity of the gimbals and actuator housing
dictated die pressing for them.

The program was planned so that the following steps would occur in the

order Indicated:

1. Order titanium and master alloy powders.

2. Design and order forge die nest and die inserts.

I 3. Characterize the titanium, master alloy, and blended powders.

4. Determine density and shrinkage for CP Ti and TI-6A1-4V as a
function of processing conditions.

5. Design and order briquetting tools for the three die-pressed
parts (actuator housing, gimbal ring, inner gimbal).

6. Prepare and evaluate test bars representing the significant

material-process combinations.

2.7. Prepare for Martin-Marietta evaluation thirty test bars for

each of three major material-process combinations.

8. Develop a manufacturing process for each part and deliver six
of each of the gyro parts to Martin-Marietta as proof.

9. Conduct a process demonstration and deliver twelve of each
gyro part.

-' 10. Produce 48 pieces of each part.

;I
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2.0 PROCESS DESCRIPTION

2.1 Ti P/H - A Discussion

The basis for this work Is the fact that, in the Industrial production
of titanium ingot, there is an Intermediate product known as sponge fines. The
"sponge" Is formed through the reaction of liquid titanium tetrachloride with
magnesium., sodium or calcium. The fines occur as a result of breaking up the
titanium sponge to wash it prior to consolidating it into an ingot for con-
sumable-electrode arc melting. The fines are washed, dried, graded and sold as
commercial-purity titanium powder (CPJTi). This powder is soft, irregular in
shape, of moderately high purity, and is one half to one third as expensive as

*! titanium bar, thus making it a good P/H raw material. On the debit side, the
powder contains a residual amount of alkali metal chloride trapped within the
particles; unlike the sponge processed into ingot, the sponge fines have not
been arc melted, and therefore there has been no opportunity to drive off the
chlorine.

Because of its irregular shape, CP titanium powder has a low apparent
density, only 20% that of solid titanium. With tapping, the powder density can
be increased about 10%; manipulation of the powder particle size distribution
can also influence the powder density so that it Is possible to achieve a
"tap" density of about 35% of theoretical. Depending upon the means and
pressure employed, cold consolidation will transform the loose powder mass to
a green compact with a density up to 90% of theoretical. This compact can be
quite strong and, at densities above'48O%, can be machined.

• .- The next stage in the processing of P/H titanium is sintering, which is
usually performed in vacuum, at lo"5 to 10-4 torr. During the sintering of
sponge-fines titanium, three things occur:

1. The compact density Increases proportionally with the temperature
and time employed.

2. The boundaries between individual particles disappear as a
" result of diffusion, i.e., particles diffusion bond to one

another.

* . 3, The elemental mixture of powders Is converted to a true alloy
wherein all locations have-the same composition. Thus an alloy
such as TI-6AI-4V can be made by adding an aluminum-vanadium
master-alloy powder to the sponge fines in the ratio 90% Ti-10%
(60AI-4OV).

Depending on sintering temperature and time (in the range of 1200-1260C
2-4 hours), the density of sintered CP Ti or Ti-6AI-4V will be between 90 and
97% of true density. The range of density between approximately R6% and 94% is
of great significance. Below 86% density, all pores are interconnected; above
94% density, all pores are isolated, and in the range 86-93% there is, therefore,
a continuum starting at no closed pores and ending with all closed pores. When
a sintered body has no interconnected porosity, it can be subjected without

3
4° ,
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fear of Internal oxidation to the same high temperature and/or high pressure
processing conditions that are used for fully dense, wrought bodies. Therefore,
if it is useful or necessary to change the shape of the sintered body by hot
forging, the piece can be coated with lubricant and heated in air. If it is
desired to further densify the sintered body without changing its shape, then
it can be HIP (Hot Isostatic Pressed) at 9300 C (17000 F) under argon gas pressure
at 100 MPa (15,000 lb/in 2 ) to collapse virtually all the remaining pores. Both
forged and HIP sintered bodies are over 99% dense.

In summary, the density progression in Ti P/M Is as follows:

1. Loose powder - 20-25% of theoretical density

2. Tapped powder - 30-35% " 

3. Green compact - 75-90% " "

4. Sintered compact - 80-97% " "

5. Forged compact - >99% "

6. HIP compact - >99% "

2.2 Powder Characteristics

Two hundred pounds of Grade 020 sponge fines CP Ti were purchased from
the RMI Company, Ashtabula, Ohio. Its composition is shown in Table I; note the
0.1% sodium chloride content. Table II presents the particle size distribution,

Q7T apparent density, and tap density for this powder. In contrast to Nuclear
Metals' prealloyed titanium powders,which have a size range of 500 to 50 um, all
of this is finer than 150 um; 16% Is finer than 44 um. In Figure 1 the titanium
particle size distribution is plotted as a cumulative percent finer than the
indicated screen size. D50 denotes the size mid-range, I.e., half the particles
in this powder lot are finer than 85 um. Particle morphology is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Nine kilograms (20 lb) of 60 Al-40V master alloy, finer than 6-1/2 mm
(1/4 inch) were purchased from Reading Alloys, Reading, PA. The composition of
the Al-V and its as-received size distribution are shown in Table III. In order
to blend the master alloy with the matrix powder, it is important for the master
alloy to be as fine as possible. Fineness not only enhances the uniformity of
mix but aids in sintering and promotes interdiffusion of the two metal species.
Accordingly, the fraction of powder coarser than 10 mesh was removed, and using
a specially prepared ball mlll, the*A-V was ground into fine powder (Figure 3
and Table IV). A comparison of Figures 1 and 3 clearly shows the difference
in morphology of the two powders.

The Al-V was added to the CP Ti in the ratio 90 TI-IO(Al-V); the char-
acteristics of a typical blend are Illustrated by Figures 4 and 5, a scanning
electron micrograph and a size distribution curve, respectively.

4
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TABLE I

Composition of HI TI-020, -100 Mesh CP Ti Powder, Lot 12179-33

Percent

*Ti Fe Na C I C 0 H N

Balance 0.032 0.085 0.04.6 0.032 0.15 0.067 0.11

TABLE 11

Size and Density of RMI Grade 020, -100 Mesh CP Ti Powder

Size Fraction Retained

US Mash Jim Percent Cumulative Percent

80 180 0.33 0.33

100 150 1.4.2 1.75

*14.0 106 25.6 27.3

200 75 32.3 59.6

270 53 20.2 79.8

325 44. 3.9 83.7
Pan <44. 16.3 100.0

Apparent Density: 0.962 g/cm - 21% Theo.

Tap Density: 1.293 g/cm3 -29% Theo.

- 5
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TABLE I II

READING ALLOYS, INC.

MANUFACTURERS OF FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS MASTER ALLOYS

Robaonia, Pa. 19551 • Phone (215) 693-5822

Mr. Gerald Friedman Telex: 83-622
TRW, Inc.
T 43044
23555 Euclid Avenue CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Cleveland, OH 44117

* DATE 5 November 1979

ORDER.NO. 88X800346 (Complete) ALL'.OY 60 ALUMINN4 - 40% VANADIUM

SHIPPED: 7 Novber 1979 LOT NO. 33-194 (2A ]ft. al1oy')

CHEMISTRY: Al - 55.55%
V - 43.62%

B - 0.0016t Ni - 0.002%
C - 0.05% P - 0.007%
Cr - 0.007% Si - 0.23%
Cu - 0.004% S - 0.002%
Fe - 0.34% Ti - 0.02%
Pb - 0.002% W - 40.005%
Mg - 0.003%
"n - 0.008%
M - 0.0S%

SPECTROGRAPH C:

GASES: N - 0.0027% SCREEN: - 1/4* x + 4 mash - 11.05%
0N - 0.07% - 4 mesh z + Smash 8.15%

O - 0.068% - S mesh x + 7 msh- 17.34%
- 7 mesh x + 20 mesh 43.46%
- 20 meshx+30 ehm 7.48%

SCREEN: - 30 mash x + 50 mesh - 10.62%
: 50 - SOmeh on pan 1.90%C: ..- ooo67d Friedman- 2 +S.N. TOTAL -100.00%

W/Shipment - 1
* R.A. Files - 2

(5559)*,

R.EADING "ALLO07 INC.

* 1 8
4
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Figure 3. Ball-milled AI-V, SEMt.



TABLE IV

Particle Size Distribution and Density of Ball Milled Al-V Powder

Screen Size Fraction Retained

US Mesh jmPercent Cumulative Percent

70 212 0 0

80 180 0.33 0.33

100 150 1.42 1.75

140 106 25.59 27.34

200 75 32.26 59.60
270 53 20.17 79.77

*.325 45 3.89 83.66

Pan <45 16.34 100.00

Apparent Density: 0.962 g/cM - 22% Theo.

Tap Density: 1.27 g/cm3 -29% Theo.

10
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2.3 Consolidation Behavior

2.3.1 CP Ti

As noted, sponge fines titanium is a relatively soft, compressible
material. In order to establish the relationship between consolidation condi-
tions and compact density, a series of CP Ti test bars were made. The bars were
briquetted In a floating-die sub-press that produces specimens 60 mm long x
15 mmwide; 900 mm2 (2.353 in. long x 0.596 in. wide; 2 in2). Since titanium
pressure welds to steel, the die wall was lubricated by a solution of zinc
stearate in acetone before every pressing; the acetone was allowed to evaporate
before the powder was added to the die. Sintering was carried out in vacuum
in the pressure range of 10-4 to 10"5 torr. The relationship between compact
density and processing conditions for this powder is shown In Table V and
Figure 6. Recall that, at densities below approximately 87% of theoretical, all
pores are interconnected, while at densities greater than 95%, all pores are
isolated. A 96% dense compact has 4% porosity in which none of the pores are
interconnected. These relationships assume great significance with respect to
the ability of sintered compacts to be further processed by HIP or hot forging.
The data indicate that, for CP Ti to attain 95% density, it is necessary to die
press at pressures of 480 NPa (35 ton/in 2) or above,and sinter at 1260°C; 11000 C
sintering achieves the same end-point density for compacts pressed to a higher
green density. It should be noted that, because of the absence of die-wall
friction in Isostatic pressing, higher green densities are achieved for a
given consolidation pressure; isostatically pressed bodies are 1-2% more dense
than die-pressed bodies.

2.3.2 TI-(6AI-4V)

CP Ti was blended with milled AI-V in the ratio 90:10 and briquetted at
pressures from 415-690 mPa (30-50 ton/In 2 ) by die and by cold isostatic compaction.
Because of the additional requirement of the sintering cycle to also produce
alloying, the temperature range investigated was increased from 1100-12600 C to
1200-13000C for the four hours. The relationships are shown in Table VI and
Figure 7 from which two observations can be made: the powder mixture can easily
be pressed to high densities, and the sintering conditions employed produced a
decreasing rate of densification with increasing green density, such that the
densest green compact, which had been pressed at 690 MPa (50 ton/In 2), expanded
Instead of shrinking.

This unfavorable sintering response was caused by a too-rapid heating
rate combined with high initial densities, so that trapped gas in the closed
pores expanded the compacts before the gas cou4d escape or react with the metal.
When sintering is preceded by an outgassing period at intermediate temperatures,
the sintered densities again reflect a proportionality to consolidation
pressure, green density, and sintering temperature. For example, TI-6AI-4V
test bars, isostatically pressed at 415 and 550 MPa (30 and 40 tons/in 2), when
outgassed at 8500 C, sinter to 96 and 97% of theoretical density, respectively,
at 13000C.

13



TABLE V

Density of CP Ti as a Function of Consolidation Pressure

*(Die Pressing) and Sintering Temperature, Percent of Theoretical

Consolidation Pressure, MPa (tons/in2)

SinerrugTep.,0~275(25) 415(30) 550(00) 690(50)

<10' millitorr) Density, Percent of Theoretical

As Pressed 83.8 86.4 90.1 93.2

1100 91.1 93.3 95.7 97.5

1200 92.1 93.8 95.9 97.6

1300 92.1 93.7 95.8 97.3

.
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FIGURE 6

AS A DENSITY OF RMI GRADE Ti-020, -100 MESH C.P. Ti
ASAFUNCTION OF CONSOLIDATION PRESSURE AND SINTERED TEMPERATURE

(ALL SINTERING IN VACUUM FOR 4& Hr, P=l.SxlO -5 -3.2xl10- TORR)
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TABLE VI

Density of TI-6A1-4V as a Function of Consolidation

Pressure (Die Pressing) and Sintering Temperature

Consolidation Pressure, MPa (tons/in 2

Sitein Tmp,0~ 415(30) 550(00) 690(50)

(4 Hour Cycle Density, Percent of Theoretical
P - <10-q torr)

As Pressed 83.5 86.9 90.1

1200 95.7 96.2 95.9

1250 95.9 96.2 94.7

1300 95.1 94.6 87.4

16
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FIGURE .7

DENSITY OF Ti-[6AL-4VJ BLENDED POWDER
AS A FUNCTION OF CONSOLIDATION PRESSURE AND SINTERED TEMPERATURE

*(VACUUM SINTERED FOR FOUR HOURS @ P=1.5X10- s -3.2xl0'1 TORR)
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2.4 Post-Sinter Operations

Three post-sinter operations--coining, HIP and forging--were deemed useful
or necessary. These will be discussed in general terms first and, more specifi-
cally, in connection with the descriptions of individual part processing.

2.4.1 Coining

" Coining is a room temperature sizing operation performed in hard tool
steel or carbide tools for the purpose of imparting dimensional precision to a
sintered part. The initial forming or briquetting die is deliberately made
undersize so that the sintered part will fit into the coining dle. The coining
die is made to virtually blueprint dimensions, i.e., except for an allowance for
a very small size change due to springback after the part is ejected from the
die, the coining die has the same dimensions as the desired part. A coined part
is sometimes resintered to improve properties, but such an operation adds
uncertainty to the part dimensions.

The actuator housing, a part subjected to only low stress and consequently
to be made from soft, ductile CP Ti, was considered to be a good candidate for
coining. A series of discs were pressed, sintered, coined, and re-sintered to
determine the size and density changes that would accompany these operations
(see Tables VII, VIII and IX). These data show: 1) the higher the sintered
density the less density increase is achieved by coining; 2) in the density
range of interest, i.e., above 95% of theoretical, coining at 690 MPa (50 ton/in 2)
produces less than 0.4% increased density; 3) the change in sample height by
coining is two to three times greater than change in sample diameter. 4) for
samples initially 95% or more dense, coining produced lateral movement ranging

Qfrom 0.7-1.7%; 5) for half the samples, re-sintering had no effect or caused
swelling, thus reducing their density. In the case of the remaining samplet.
however, there were density increases ranging from slight to considerable (25.

2.4.2 HIP

Hot Isostatic Pressing is a high-temperature pressurization treatment in
pure argon. It is used to consolidate encapsulated high-density spherical
powders or to further densify almost solid objects in which only closed pores
remain. Subjecting a 95% dense titanium body to a two-hour HIP cycle at 9300C
(17000 F) reduces the remaining porosity to between 0.5-1.0%. In the present
case, it was intended to HIP the CP Ti gotcha lock and the TI-6AI-4V base.
No fixtures, coating or cannisters were needed or used to protect the sintered
bodies during HIP.

2.4.3 Forging

Forging is employed to shape, densify and strengthen the sintered parts.

1 In the case of the gimbal ring, forging provides an upward extrusion of the two
long ring walls. At the same time, density is increased to approximately
of theoretical; there is also a small amount of grain refinement that results
from the metal deformation.

18I+,
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TABLE VII

2Density of CP TI Coined at 50 Ton/In as a Function of

Initial Consolidation Pressure and Sintering Temperature

2Initial Consolidation Pressure, MPa(ton/in)

Sintering 340(25) 415(30) 550(00) 690(50)
Temperature

oc Sintered Density/Coined Density (Percent Change)

1100 91-3/92.0(.8) 93.4./93.6(.2) 95.8/96.1(.3) 97.6/97.6(0)

1200 92.1/92.6(.5) 93.8/94.2(.4) 96.0/96.3(.3) 97.5/97.6(.1)

1300 92.0/92.6(.7) 93.7/94.1(.4) 96.0/96.3(.3) 97.4/97.7(.3)

TABLE ViII

Dimensional Change for CP Ti Coined at 690 MPa (50 Ton/in 2

as a Function of Initial Consolidation Pressure and Sintering Tempe'rature

Initial Consolidation Pressure, MPa(ton/in )

Sintering 340(25) 415(30) 550(40) 690(50)
Temperature

Percent Change, Diameter/Height

1100 2.75/5'97 2.29/4.65 1.73/4.8 1.14/2.25

1200 2.6/5.h 2.4/5.0 1.7/4.7 1.1/2.9

1300 2.1/4.7 1.6/3.4 0.7/117 0.7/1.6
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TABLE IX

Effect of Post-Coin Sintering at 1300 C, 4 Hours on

the Density of CP Titanium

Initial Initial Consolidation Pressure, t~a (ton/in 2

Sitrig340(25) 415(30) 550(40) 690(50)
Temp.

C Coined Density/Re-sintered Density (Percent Change)

1100 92.0/93.5(2.0) 93.6/95.1(1.6) 96.1/96.9(.8) 97.6/97.5(--1)

1200 92.6/93.0(.4) 94.2/94.7(.5) 96.3/96.4(.1) 97.6/97.6(0)

1300 92.6/90(-2.6) 94.1/92.(15 963/95.2(-1.1) 97.7/96.8(-.9)
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In the context of these P/H titanium gyro parts, forging is an elevated
temperature operation performed in a closed-die arrangement. The parts to be
forged are coated to minimize oxidation and for insulation, heated in air, and
deformed by the action of opposed steel punches while under constraint in a
steel die. The die is heated slightly to avoid cracking due to thermal shock,
but it Is far cooler than the workpiece which, in the case of titanium, may be
heated to 700-10400 C (1300-19000 F). A coating, which serves as a lubricant and
additional thermal insulator, is applied to the die before each piece is formed.

2.5 Property Evaluation

2.5.1 TRW Test Data

A series of test specimens, some die pressed Into bars 90 ow long x 15 mm
wide x 11 mm high (353 x 0.6 x 0.45 In.) and some cold Isostatically pressed
(CIP)* into 12.5 x 12.5 x 20 mm (0.5 x 0.5 x 8 inch) bars were made and tested
at TRW to provide data on porosity and mechanical properties for the different
material-process combinations. CP Ti bars were CIP only, representing the
combination to be used for the gotcha lock; at the time of testing, the material
for the actuator housing was changed from CP Ti to Ti-6A1-V. Ti-6AI-4V bars
were made by CIP and die pressing; some samples were subjected to post-sinter
operations of forging and of HIP. Table X lists the results of these tests which
show:

1. CP Ti can be CIP + HIP to over 99% density, producing ductile
-- bodies of strength levels essentially equivalent to ASTM B348,

Grade 4,
2. The strongest samples were forged TI-,-,.

3. The most ductile Ti-6AI-4V samples were those that had been

die pressed and HIP.

The microstructures of representative specimens are shown in Figure 8.

These micrographs show the transformed beta (Widmansthtten) structure of
titanium that hal been exposed to temperatures above the alpha/beta transformation
temperature, 990"C (1820 F) for TI-6AI-4V. Particle boundaries have all been
obliterated, and the presence of mostly spherical pores indicates a high.degree
of sintering has taken place. (At an earlier stage in sintering, the inter-
particle voids would be angular, reflecting the geometric positioning of
particle-next-to-particle.)

2.5.2 MMC Test Data

In addition to the samples tested at TRW, ninety test bars were made and
"a delivered to Martin-Marietta for testing. The test bars represented three

material-process combinations:

* Isostatic compaction of powder performed by sealing the powder into a rubber
rd bag of specific Internal configuration and Immersing the bag In a high-pressure

fluid. A fuller description of this technique is given below In section 3.2.

21
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TI-6-4 - S/N 98
80 ks I DP/S/HIP @1700 F

, 4 4

* S/N 108 TI-6-Z4 TI-6-4. S/N 105
80 kst DP/S/Forge @1350 F 80 kit CIP/Sinter

Figure 8 (continued)
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1. CP Ti, Isostatically pressed at 4.15 MPa (30 ton/in2), sintered*
and HIP, 17000F/15 ksi/. hr.

2. Tl-6A]-.V, die pregsed at 550 MPa (4.0 ton/in 2), sintered*, forged
20% at 8000C (11.75 F), and stress relieved for one hour at 7000C.

3. Ti-6A1-1.V, CIP at 103 MPa (15 ksl), 210 MPa (30 ksi), and 275 MPa
(4.0 ksi), sintered, and HIP, 9300C/103 MPa/. hr.**

The 0results of these tests, performed at -15, 20, and 60 C (-250F, 70OF and
1 0 F) under static conditions and at 8000 g dynamic conditions, are presented
in Table Xi.

F0
*Outgas, 850 C, +12000C, 4. hours.

**17000F/15 ksi/1. hr

25
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TABLE XI

Mechanical Properties of P/M Titanium at Different

Temperatures and Velocities*

Process ing
Compo- -Condl- UTS 0.2% Y.S. Flonq.
sition tions MPa(ksi) MPa(ksl)

A. Static Tests ()C~

Test Temp. 0C(0 F) CIP+HIP

-15 (-25) 664(q6) 55R(81) 21.3
+20 (+70) 568)40R)20.9
+60 (+140) 498(72) 408(59) 19.8

(2) Ti-6A]-4v

-15 (-25) DP+Fre 1050(152) 978(142) 7.3
+20 (+70) 925(134) 874(027) 6.7
+60 (+140) 883(128) 820(119) 6.0

(3) Ti-6A1-4V
CIP + HIP

-15 ( -25) 1050(052) 985(143) 13.2
+20 (+70) 946(JW3l) 861(025) 7.5
+60 (+140) 881 18\ 806 017Y 5-3-

B. Dynamic (high q) Tests

(1) CP TI CIP + HIP Apparent UTS -690 MPa (100 ksi)

(2) Ti-6A1-4V DP + Forge
Apparent UTS -1066 MPa (155 ksi)

@8570g

(3) Ti-6A1-4V CIP + HIP
Apparent UTS -970 MPa (141l ksi)

@8780g

*Property values are the average of 7 tests.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

FOR FIVE GYRO COMPONENTS

3.1 Actuator Housing, P/N 4ORMP

The machined actuator housing is shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows
the Initial design for the P/M machining preform. However, after discussions
with the tool designers selected to manufacture the briquetting tools, it was
decided that the 0.035 Inch (0.9 m) wide lever arm (on the right) was too
narrow to permit good flow of powder into this region of the die. The design
was, therefore, modified to that shown as 4088, Figure 11. A CP Ti disc was
then briquetted (i.e., cold pressed), machined (in the green state) to the shape
and size of Drawing 408B MP, and traced at IOX using an optical comparitor. The
compact was then sintered and returned to the comparator, where the new, smaller
outline was traced inside the earlier one. This drawing, Figure 12, was then

* sent to the tool vendor* who used it to construct the outline of the briquetting
and the coining dies shown in Figures 13 and 14.

A dozen parts were pressed, sintered, and measured. Pressing was per-
formed in a 690 MPa (50 ton) hydraulic press. The output of a pressure trans-
ducer connected to the oil line of the press was fed to a strip-chart recorder,
thus providing a means of recording both the compaction and the ejection forces,
as shown In Figure 15. It was found that only by using a low compaction pressure,
415 MPa (30 ton/in2 ), and a high sintering temperature, 1260 0C (23000 F), could

the sintered part be fitted into the coining die, and even then a small amount
of filing was required In order for the piece to drop into the die. At about
this time, TRW was advised by Martin-Marietta of a design change for this part,

,* which required that It be made of TI-6AI-4V. It was then found that,with the
change in composition, the parts were now too strong to flow laterally In the
coining die. It was, therefore, agreed between Martin-Marietta and TRW that
the Ti-6AI-4V version of the part would be made as-sintered.

Since the briquetting die had been made to produce a "coining preform,"
i.e., an undersize part, the briquetting tools were reworked. In addition to
increasing the width of the tools, they were also modified to entirely elimin-
ate the corner where the lever arm meets the long curve (Figure 16), since die
fill was still a slight problem in this region.

4 The modified tool performed satisfactorily and was used to make six
(Process Demonstration), twelve (Process Verification), and forty-eight
(Prototype Production) actuator housing machining preforms.

A process description for the manufacture of the actuator housing
machining preform is included as Appendix A.

4,
Major Gauge Tool Company, Livonia, Mi
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Figure 9. Actuator Housing, P/l 93066408.
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Figure 10. Actuator Housing Machining Preform, 408A.
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Figure 11. Actuator Housing Machining Preform, 408B
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Figure 13. Actuator Housing Machining Preform Briquetting Tool.
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Figure 14. Actuator Housing Machining Preform Coining Tool.
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Q) Figure 16. Ti-6A]-4V Actuator Housing Machining Preform, As-Sintered.
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3.2 Gotcha Lock, P/N 407MP

The gotcha lock is a thin-walled splined cylinder with 16 teeth, made of
CP titanium (see Figure 17). It was decided that this machining preform should
be made by cold isostatic pressing because of the density gradient in the 2.5 mm
(0.100 inch) wall that would occur if it were die-pressed; i.e., because of
die-wall friction, the top and bottom of the cylinder would be more dense than
the center.

In CIP of a hollow object, one can use an outer bag to press the powder
onto a machined hard mandrel, producing a precise inner surface in the compact,
or preform the reverse process and use an Inner bag to press the powder outwards
against a surrounding hard too]. The former philosophy was followed in the pro-
duction of this part from powder so as to obviate the difficult and expensive
operation of machining the sixteen teeth. At the same time, CIP against the
mandrel saves the two-inch diameter cylinder of metal which is machined away when
the part is made from bar. For any hollow object to be CIP, a choice must be
made as to whether to press inward or outward, for it is not possible to do both
simultaneously.

Work on CIP of the gotcha* started with isostatic pressing of test bars.
Figure 18 illustrates schematically the relationship of pressure vessel, pressur-
izing medium (water), elastomeric container (bag), and powder. An illustration
of the linear relationships between the inner dimensJons of the bag and the con-
solidated titanium powder is given by Figure 19. The bag cavity is 19 x 19 x
200 mm (3/4 x 3/4 x 8 inch); the bars are 12.7 x 12.7 x 150 mm (1/2 x 1/2 x 6 inch).

Using the linear change data from the test bars as a starting point, a set
of tools for a prototype gotcha was designed and built (see Figure 20). The tool
set consisted of a steel mandrel, a one-quarter-inch thick wall urethane rubber
cylinder, and urethane rubber caps incorporating recesses to position the mandrel.

Figure 21 shows a pressing made at 205 MPa (30,000 lb/in 2 ) with these
tools. The tearing along the tooth edge indicates that a larger annulus (gap
between mandrel and outer urethane cylinder) is needed to feed more powder into
the tooth region.

A second urethane bag and caps with a larger inner diameter were made and
used to produce the sound prototype gotcha shown in Figure 22. The appearance
of this piece after its outer diameter was turned in the green state is shown in
Figure 23, which illustrates both the surface produced by the mandrel and after
green machining.

A sixteen-tooth mandrel was then manufactured and used to produce the
green compact shown in Figure 24. This piece was pressed at 415 MPa (60,000 b/in 2)
pressure. Note the depressions at the tooth locations. The appearance of the
piece after removal of the mandrel is shown in Figure 25. The layer of titanium

From this point onwards, "gotcha" will be used to mean "gotcha lock machining
preform."
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Figure 17. Gotcha Lock, P/N 93064.07.
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Figure 18. Tool Arrangement In CIP of Powders.
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b) TRW 60,000 lbin 2 Hydroclave.

* Figure 18 (continued)
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Figure 22. Prototype Gotcha from Larger Bag.
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Figure 23. Prototype Gotcha, Turned.
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Figure 23 (continued)
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Figure 25. First Gotcha, As-Pressed, with Mandrel Removed.
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.* at the bottom of the piece results from powder sifting under the mandrel when
the bag and mandrel are vibrated to achieve maximum powder density.

This compact was sintered and turned to an outer diameter of 2.7 inches.
It is shown In Figure 26 alongside a machined (wrought) gotcha. The P/M gotcha
was made with an 82 mm (3-1/4 inch) ID bag, and, as the illustration shows, it
does not quite "clean up" to its required 68.6 mm (2.7 inch) diameter. A satis-

*factory diameter was achieved when the bag was enlarged to R5.7 mm (3-3/8 inch)
diameter, producing the parts shown in Figure 27.

Measurements of the gotcha's diameters after sintering revealed an ovality
of from 0.25 to 1 mm (0.010 to 0.040 inch), which could not be eliminated through

- attempts to increase the uniformity of powder-filling in the bag. The subsequent
HIP cycle did not change the ovality appreciably, and so it was decided to correct
it afterwards. Subsequent to HIP, therefore, each gotcha is thermally sized.
The sizing operation consists of heating the gotcha to 7000 C (13000 F) and then
fitting it onto a chilled, high-coefficient-of-expansion steel mandrel. The
gotcha and mandrel, which is a right circular cylinder (no teeth), are returned
to the furnace for two hours. The size of the mandrel is such that, as it heats
to sizing temperature, it presses outward against the small diameter of the oval
part. When the mandrel-part pair are cooled to room temperature, the mandrel
shrinks away from the gotcha and is easily removed. The gotcha is subsequently
treated to remove the slight oxidation layer that results from the sizing operation.

Details of the gotcha lock manufacturing process are contained in the
process description in Appendix B.

Q 3.3 Base, P/N 406MP

The Ti-6AI-4V base, Figure 2R, is a complex part with both inner and
outer details that could benefit from being isostatically pressed against a
mandrel. Pressing outward against a hard tool or former would eliminate the
need for machining the teeth, while pressing inward against a mandrel would
produce the flat-sided hemispherical bowl at the top. Our initial decision was
to press outward since we would, at the same time, produce a hollow interior,
although not to net dimensions.

Forming a hollow object by pressing outward is referred to as employing
a "dilating bag" procedure and presents two difficulties: 1) the bag is placed

,4 In tension rather than compression, and 2) it is more difficult to seal against
the ingress of water.

Figure 29 illustrates the tool arrangement that was designed and built
for the dilating bag CIP of the gyro base. The essential features of this
tool are:

1. The hollow axial rod aligns the upper and lower bag supports, serves
as a conduit for the water to act on the bag and, with the top and
bottom nuts, clamps the upper and lower end plates against the hori-
zontal portions of the bag.
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Figure 27. Wrought Gotcha and P/M Gotchas, As-Pressed and After Sintering.
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2. The bag used in this technique is of thin, 1-1/2 mm (1/16 Inch) latex,
since urethane, though stronger, lacks sufficient ductility to
undergo the required dilation.

3. The upper and lower bag supports are made of aluminum, since they
carry no significant load, and serve the dual purpose of supporting
the thin bag while it is being filled and pressurized and of intro-
ducing the high pressure water to the inner bag surface.

4. The former is a circular steel block which duplicates the desired
gyro base outer contour on its inner surface. Although not shown
in the sketch, it contains an O-ring groove in its upper surface to
provide for sealing against the upper end plate.

5. The end plates' purpose is to keep the water from contacting the
powder by squeezing the bag against the former, at the bottom, and
against the upper bag support at the top. An additional water seal
Is provided through the combination of upper end plate, O-ring,
and former.

This tool arrangement could not be made leak-tight, although additional
0-rings were Introduced and the bag was redesigned. The origins of the problem
are twofold: 1) as the bag is pressurized, it stretches, not only against the
powder but In such a manner as to become thinner at the sealing surfaces, so that
the initial thickness of rubber sandwiched between the metal components is reduced;
and 2) the lower plate has an unsupported region subjected to an enormous force
(415 MPa/60,OOO psi water pressure x 6500 mm2/10'in2 ), which is only partially

S .r counterbalanced by the powder compact on the inside. The effect of this unbalanced
load is to deflect the plate inward, thus reducing the area In contact with the
bag. A decision was therefore made to CIP the base radially inward.

In addition to the savings in material represented by the titanium
formerly machined from the interior of the base, the P/M CIP-inward approach
solved the difficult problem of machining the bowl. Because of the bowl's two
flat sides, it cannot be bored or turned In a lathe, but instead .is made by
sculpting with a ball mill, as can be seen in Figure 28.

A two-piece steel mandrel and a cast urethane bag assembly were designed
and built. It was quickly demonstrated that this approach was not subject to
the water leakage problem. The bag is shown in Figure 30, along with the
two-piece mandrel. Although a sound flange was produced, it fractured near the
body joint. A new bag, shown on the left in Figure 31, Incorporates a chamfered
region between the body and flange. This bag produced the piece shown, which
has a crack at the junction between body and flange. The problem shown here is
related to the need to supply sufficient powder to the Junction, while the powder

* is separately moving radially inward to form the body and axially upward to form
the flange. When the CIP pressure is released, the compressed (shortened) bag
returns to its original length and, if the flange-body Junction is too thin
.(Indeed, even if it meets blueprint dimensions), the flange Is pushed away from

* the body and either cracks or breaks off. The problem existed also at the next
higher 900 Junction on this piece. The cracks are more visible in Figure 32,
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Figure 31. CIP + Sinter Base, Ti-6A1-4V made in original (right) and
modified (left) bags. (Two-piece steel mandrel In center).
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which also illustrates the solution to the problem. Although the bag shown on
the right of this figure is not optimum with respect to minimal consumption of
powder, the base pressed from it is structurally sound. At the extreme right
in this figure Is a sintered base which was machined to confirm that sufficient
stock was available to clean up to the required outer dimensions. When this
was confirmed, a pair of flats was machined on the upper portion of the mandrel,
producing the base with a flat-sided bowl shown in Figure 33. The figure also
illustrates the inner detail of the lower end of the base. Two P/M base pre-
forms, CIP, machined and sintered, are shown in Figure 34 along with a machined
standard cast and wrought base.

Subsequent to sintering, the gyro base is HIP (hot isostatically pressed)
at 9300 C and 103 MPa (1700°F and 15,000 lb/in 2) to further increase density and
enhance properties. It was found that considerable economies could be realized
by performing the outline machining shown in Figures 33 and 34 for, in this
condition, the bases can be nested together during the HIP operation, which is a
batch process, while in the unmachined state they cannot.

A process description for the manufacture of the gyro base machining
preform is found in Appendix C.

3.4 Gimbal Ring, P/N 409MP

The shape and size of the finished Ti-6AI-4V gimbal ring is shown in
Figure 35. This part was designed as a ring forging, and therefore the briquetting
operation served to produce a forging preform. Initially, the briquetting punches
were shaped to make the forging preform illustrated in Figure 36. Two diffi-
culties were experienced with this design. Whereas in an automatic powder
compacting press it would be possible to use one pair of punches (one upper, one
lower) to make the ring's flat sides and a second pair to make the long gimbal
sides, only one pair of punches can be built into a subpress of the type used in
this work (see Figure 37). The result of this restriction is that, after the
powder is leveled with the top of the die, the upper punch must force some powder
to move laterally from the "flat" region into the "gimbal" region. Since green
strength and particle friction ha.s a direct relationship, this type of powder,
which produces high green strength compacts, resists lateral flow and powder
redistribution does not occur.

The first consequence of this situation Is an unbalanced pressure in the
die. When a 550 MPa (40 ton/In 2 ) compacting pressure Is applied to the punches,
the long sides of the punches (which produce the "flat" gimbal sides) contact
the powder first and will eventually produce a pressure greater than 550 MPa,
whereas the recessed portions of the punches will lag in compressing the powder
and will deliver an effective consolidation pressure less than 550 MPa. In the
case of titanium powder, which has a tendency to gall the sides of the core rod

* and die at high pressure, the unbalanced pressure caused particles of titanium
to weld to these "higher-pressure" tool surfaces, thus increasing the ejection
forces.

The uneven consolidation pressure produced a lower density along the
long gimbal sides than along the short flat sides of the gimbal ring. As noted
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Figure 34. CIP-Machined-Sintered Gyro Base Machining Preforms.
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40p

Figure 35. Gimbal Ring, P/N 9306409.
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Figure 36. Gibal Ring Forging Preform, First Design.
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SFigure 37. Gimbal Ring Briquetting Die Set with Modified Punches.
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earlier, low-density compacts shrink more during sintering than high-density
compacts. The practical effect of this phenomenon was for the square green
compact to sinter into a rectangle, and the short side of the rectangle would
then not fit over the forge die core rod.

The problem was solved by removing the gimbal details from the briquetting
punches, i.e., they were ground square (see Figure 37) so that they produced
rings with flat top and bottom surfaces.

After the gimbal ring forge preforms were vacuum sintered, they were
coated, heated to forging temperature, and forged in the apparatus shown In
Figures 38-41. Figure 39 illustrates the tooling concept employed whereby the
die is in a "nest" which, independent of the condition of the press ways, provides
its own precision of alignment through the use of guideposts and bushings.

The arrangement of cartridge heaters and insulation used to heat the tools
to approximately 1800 C (350°F) in order to minimize die chill is shown in Figure 40.

Figure 41, a closeup of the tool arrangement, shows the gimbal profile in
the upper punch, the projecting core rod, which provides exact positioning of
the preform and defines the inner dimensions of the forging, and the insulation
on the sides and top of the die.

Although the test bars discussed earlier were forged at 650-R100C (1200-
15000 F), it was found that the gimbal ring's large surface-to-volume ratio caused
such great heat loss that it would not flow when heated to that temperature
(transfer time from furnace to forging operation was approximately six seconds).
The furnace temperature was increased In steps until satisfactory forgings were
made at 9800 C (1POO°F) using a forge pressure of 80 MPa (64 ton/in 2).

The forged gimbal rings were air cooled, after which they were acid
treated to remove the surface oxide layer. A set of cleaned gimbal ring machining
preforms is illustrated in Figure 42.

The detailed process description for this part is included as Appendix D.

3.5 Inner Gimbal, P/N 41OMP

The finished Inner gimbal, P/N 9301410, is shown as the drawing of
.4 Figure 43. The initial manufacturing decision was to produce this part by

forging It from a simplified preform shown In Figure 44. Forge preforms were
die-pressed and sintered and forge trials were conducted with the outcome that,
using a part temperature of 9800 C (18000F) and forge pressures as high as
965 IPa (70 ton/in 2), the compact could not be made to flow inward enough to
satisfactorily form the slot. The inner gimbal presented a very different
forging requirement from the gimbal ring. The gimbal ring's major metal move-
ment during forging is vertical, which occurs as and after the walls have thickened
sufficiently to take up the clearance gap. The inner gimbal, however, has a single
height but, with the forge preform first attempted, requires a large lateral
(inward) flow of metal to form the circular bore and slot around the forging
core rod. A cross section of this forging is illustrated in Figure 45. It was
concluded that, with its small size and large surface-to-volume ratio, the piece
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Figure 38. 150 Ton Forge Press with Die Nest In Place.
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F-F

PunchDi Holderssembl

Figure 40. Forging Die Nest for TI P/N Gyro Gimbals, Rear.
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Figure 41. Forging Die Nest for Ti P/M Gyro Gimbals, Closeup.
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Figure 43. Inner Gimbal, P/N 9301410.
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Figure 45. Cross Section Forged from "Simplified" Forge Preform.
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lost too much of its heat to the 180 0C (3500F) tools to be plastic enough for
the required deformation. The briquetting tools were therefore modified to
produce a forge preform similar in shape to the desired final part, i.e., with
bore and slot, but oversize (see Figure 46).

While this concept appeared sound, it failed in execution when the upper
forging punch snapped while forging the first piece. Time constraints did not
permit the manufacture of a new punch (its keyhole bore was extremely difficult
to manufacture), and therefore it-was decided to HIP the forge preforms in the
same run as the bases; since the Inner gimbals fit easily inside the bases, they
are, in effect, HIP at no additional cost. Their processing sequence therefore
became: Die Press-Sinter-HIP. Figure 47 illustrates the production run of
sixty die-pressed-sintered-HIP inner gimbals.
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F "4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The program has demonstrated the validity of two significant premises
upon which this work was based:

1. Properties adequate for the intended application(s) can be obtained
from blended elemental titanium and master alloy powders through
the selection of appropriate processing conditions. Although bench
tests and test firings had not been concluded at the time of writing,
the static and dynamic test data indicated that the selected
material-process combinations would produce strength levels above
those needed for each part according to the MMC project personnel.

2. The P/M techniques of die pressing and isostatic pressing made it
possible to produce these titanium parts from less material and
also eliminated expensive machining operations.

The program can be deemed successful in that its objectives were accomplished.
Each of the five gyro machining preforms has been produced from powder.

.4
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The knowledge gained through the performance of this program should be
utilized in reducing the material input and manufacturing costs for similar
types of parts in other ordnance applications. The techniques employed for
the manufacture of these gyro parts can be used for other gyros, as well as
for such parts as fins, canards, missile bodies, actuating arms, etc. To have
the largest effect on cost, such a P/M program should be conducted early in
the life of the ordnance system, while material choices are still flexible and
new materials are more easily introduced.
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APPENDIX A

PROCESS DESCRIPTION: ACTUATOR HOUSING

MACHINING PREFORM



TRW Materials Technology
Process Description

Ti P/H Gyro Machining Preform: Actuator Housing: P/N 408 MP

Material: TI-6A1-4V Process: Die Press/Sinter
Process

Operation Equipment Qualified Sheets
Number Operation or Facility Operator Spec.,Drwg.

408-00 Mill Al-V master alloy Ball mill,lO mesh SS Screen LJ 8851-01
to -100 mesh " " Jar, gallon

Steel balls

408-05 Determine PSD, AD Tyler Ro-Tap LJ MPIF 04
80-325 mesh SS Screens NPIF 05
Balance, Hall apparatus

408-07 Mill Titanium Ball mill, jar, balls, LJ 8851-05

as In. 408-00

408-10 Determine PSD, AD As above, for 408-05 LJ MPIF 04,05
for Ti powder

408-12 Blend AI-V into Ti Ball mill, jar, balls, LJ 4203-12
as in 408-00; balance 8851-05

408-20 Press green compact Briquetting die, 408BD-1l LJ 8851-120
Hydraulic press 4203-408-20

408-25 Inspect compact Bench LJ
0-1 & 1-2" micrometers GF Dwg 408-B
Balance

408-30 Sinter Brew Vacuum Furnace LJ 8851-30
Recorder JS 4203-30

408-35 Inspect Bench, 0-1, 1-2" LJ
Micrometer, GF Dwg. 408-MP
Balance

A-1
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Procedure 8851-01: Powder Milling

1. Use new steel jar, one that has been last used for titanium or one
that has been bored out to remove any metal contamination. If new
or machined, "condition" with scrap titanium powder for 1 hour.

2. Screen Al-V to -10 mesh.

3. Fill jar 1/4 full with powder (-1200 g for 6 inch jar).

4. Add 3/4-7/8 inch 0 steel balls either new or previously used for
this material so that powder plus balls half fill the jar.

5. Seal jar.

6. Place jar on mill and run for 2 hours.

7. Remove jar from mill.

8. Tap lid to settle powder.

9. Open jar.

10. Use 10 mesh screen to separate balls from powder.

A-2
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MPIF STANDARD NO. 04

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION
Method for

DETERMINATION OF APPARENT DENSITY OF
FREE-FLOWING METAL POWDERS

USING THE HALL APPARATUS
UPIF Standard 04

Issued 1945, Adopted 1948, Revised 1972

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to period revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries F-ederation, 201 East 42nd Street.
New York, N.Y. 10017. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional data
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Note 1 - The powder is dry when 5. REPORT
1.1 This standard describes a there is no weight loss as the 5.1 The weight in grams of the pow-

method for determining the ap- result of conditioning it for one der f rom the l evele d densi ty cup,
parent density of free-flowing hr in ad ig o a to multiplied by 0.04, shea be
metal powders and is only suit- 226 F (102 to 107 C) and cooling reported as the apparent density
able for those powders which to room temperature in a dessi- to the nearest 0.1 g/cm'.
will flow unaided through the catr.
specified Hall flowmeter funnel. 3.1.1 The test specimen shall be a APPENDIXES

See MPIF Standard No. 28 for representative sample obtained
apparent density of non-free- in accordance with MPIF Stand- Al. REPORT ON PRECISION OF MPIF
flowing metal powders. ard No. 01. STANDARD NO. 04

2. APPARATUS 4. PROCEDURE A1.1 A planned testing program was
2.1 The following &pparatus is 4.1 The dry test specimen shell be carried out among users of the

required to perform this deter- carefully loaded into the flow- Hall flowmeter apparatus fo
mination. meter funnel and permitted to obtain data to determine the

2.1.1 Hall Flowmeter Funnel: A run into the density cup through precision of this method. The
standard flowmeter funnel (Fig. the discharge orifice. Care must complete report on this work is
1) having an orifice of 0.10 in. be taken not to mov the density available in the offices of theK: in diameter(2.54 mm). cup. Metal Powder Industries Feder-

2.1.2 Density Cup: A cylindrical 4.2 When the powder completely ation.
cup (Fig. 2) having a capacity of fills and overflows the periphery A1.2 The report concludes that
25:t 0.05 cc. of the density cup, the funnel MPIF Standard No. 04 is oper-

2.1.3 A support (Fig. 3) to hold the shall be rotated approximately able, in the testing of free-
flowmeter funnel concentric 90 in a horizontal plane so that flowing metal powder, with a
with the density cup so that the the remaining powder falls away precision of V = 2.1%.
bottom of the orifice is 1.0" from the cup. A2. COMPARABLE STANDARDS
(approx. 25 m) above the top 4.3 Using a non-magnetic spatula

V of the density cup when assm- with the blade held perpendicu- AS'IM B 212VA bled, (Fig. 4). lr to the top of the cup, the Japanese JIS Z 2504-1966
2.1.4 Base: A vibration-free table powder shall be leveled off flush German 83-69

to support the flowmeter assern- with the top of the density cup.
bly. Care must be taken to avoid

2.1.6 Balance: A balance having a jarring the apparatus at anytime.
capacity of at least 20 g and 4.4 After the leveling operation, the
a sensitivity of 0.01 g. density cup should be lightly

tapped on the side to settle the Metric system conversion factors for ail
3. TEST SPECIMEN powder to avoid spilling in dimensions referred to in this Standard an

3.1 The test specimen shall consist transfer. available in the ASTM MetricnrScie

of a volume of approximately 30 4.5 The powder shall be transferred for Testinl and Materials, 1916 IRace St.,
to 40 cc of dry metal powder, to the balance and weighed to Philadelphsa, Pa. 19103.

the nearest 0.05 g.

A-3
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0-\ Fig 3.an

Fig. 2 25cc Density Cup

Fig. 4 Assembly
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weight of the fraction collected A2. Certified Sieve
in the pan. Sieves conforming to ASTM Spec-

ification ElI can be obtained from
5. REPORT the sieve manufacturers, and
5.1 The weights of the fractions arrangements can be made

retained on each sieve, and the through them to have the sieves
weight of that fraction collected certified by the Bureau of
in the pan, shall be expressed as Standards. If used continually,
percentages of the test specimen the sieves will, after a period of
weight to the nearest 0.1 percent, time. become less accurate and
and reported in the following form. might no longer be acceptable as
Any screen fraction whose per- certified sieves. The common
centage of the test specimen practice, which would be consid-
weight is less than 0.1 percent ered acceptable according to this
shall be reported as "trace." standard, would be to use the

Table II - Form for Reporting Test certified sieves as a master set
Data for checking other working sets

of sieves. By comparing sieve
tests on the same sample, run in

Mesh Percentage by both the master set and working
(Tyler or U.S.S.) Weight set, a factor can be established

+ 80 ................ for correcting results on the
- 80+100 ................ working sieves. These factors
-100+150 ................ will vary with the coarseness of
-150 +200 ................ the powder and should be estab-
-200 +325 ................ lished for powders of different
-325 ................ particle size distribution. The

method for obtaining this factor
APPENDIX is illustrated by the example

Al. Method for Obtaining Sieve given in Table Ill. All results
Correction obtained on the working sieves

Table III - them would be multiplied by the
Fe" lv mud, to factor so obtained before~Cnd c W-,*, Vultigiv *Wk s$6,rpotig

o Siv Seve to can"rt reporting.
so 01 0.1 0.1,'0.1 = 1.

:Z.s + . o 0. .. A3. Comparable Standards
-10 OO 20.0 20.0 Z0.0,'20.0 ,. ASTM - 8 214

- 2 z 7.* 21 0.Ts German - 81-69-]II 21 9 3-0/40 21 ,' .25 O

Oledslawar
Sy pmblitation Of maaa stfminft no ipition is

taken wilt lipc 10 the solidity of any Pat In

ritgft in -o , ion Ulasivith, ad t Me a l inwda
lndulltrs -;Fai donte not aidakle to insau
anone utilizing te in a against liaility for

infingaMnt of any LeM Poten not asiume my
auch lialility.
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MPIF STANDARD NO. 05

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

Method for

DETERMINATION OF SIEVE ANALYSIS OF
METAL POWDERS
MPIF Standard 05

Issued 1945, Revised 1949, Adopted 1949, Revised 1962, 1973

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2064,
Princeton. N.J. 08540. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional doa
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Tyler Sieves. Size and Tyler Sieve tive order as to size of openings.
1.1 This method covers the test for Series Designation with the sieve having the largest

the sieve analysis of standard 175 micron ( 80 mesh) opening at the top, the assembly
compacting grade granular metal 149 micron (100 mesh) being completed by a solid

104 micron (150 mesh) collecting pan below the bottom
"2. APPARATUS 74 micron (200 mesh) sieve. The test specimen shall be
2.1 Sieves: A set of standard sieves 44 micron (325 mesh) placed on the top sieve and this

sieve closed with a solid cover.
selected from Table No. 1, ASTM 2.2 Sieve Shaker: A mechanically The sieve assembly then shall be

Specification Ell, or the equiva- operated single eccentric sieve fastened securely i,- a suitable
lent Tyler Standard Screen Scale shaker which imparts to the nest mechanical sieve shaking device
Sieves. The sieves shall be 8 in. of sieves a rotary motion of 285 and operated for a period of 15
(200 mam) in diameter and either 1 rpm plus or minus 15, and a minutes.
or 2 i n.(25 or 50 mm in depth and tapping action of 150 taps per 4.2 The sieved fractions shall be
fitted with brass, bronze, stain- minute plus or minus 10. The removed from the nest of sieves
less steel or other suitable wire. sieve shaker shall be fitted with by removing the coarsest sieve
The sieves shall conform to ASTM a plug to receive the impact of from the nest, gently tapping its
Specification Eli. The following the tapping device. The entire contents to one side and pouring
nasieves shall be used for the sieve apparatus shall be mounted them upon a. glazed paper. Any

analysis of metal powders 80 rigidly, and preferably shall be material adhering to the bottom of
.4 mesh or finer: provided with a time switch to the sieve and frame shall be

Tler Testing sceen Scale to insure accuracy of duration of the brushed with a soft brush into the
Tyler Standard Screen Scale- U.S. test. next finer sieve. The sieve just
Standard or ASTM Series. 2.3 A balance having a capacity of at removed then shall be tapped,

A Sieve.least 100 g. and a sensitivity of upside down, on the paper con-
DAST Sieves, Size and U.S. Standard 0.01 g. taining the portion that had been

o Sieve .IST SPECIMEN retained on it. This fraction shall

177 micron (No. '80) 3.1 The test specimen, obtained in be weighed to within 0.1 g. This
I 149 micron (No. 100) accordance with MPIF Standard process shall be repeated for

105 micron (No. 140) 01, shall be 100 g. of any powder each sieve in the nef and the
74 micron (No. 200) the apparent density of which, fraction collected in thb pan shall
44 micron (No. 325) determined by MPIF Standard 04, also be removed and weighed. The

is greater than 1.50 g/cm'. sum of the weights of all the

If the apparent density of the fractions shall be not less than
powder is less than 1.50 g/cm3. a 99 percent of the test specimen

Metric ayvsm conversion factors for al 50 g. sample shall be used. weight, and the difference be-
dimensiom referred to in this Standard an tween this sum and 100 (or 50 in
available in the ASTM Metric Practim case of powders the a ,parent
Guide. publibe by the Ameria Sociey 4. PROCEDURE
for Teating and Materials. 1916 R S. 4.1 The group of sieves selected density of which is less than 1.50
Philadelplaia Pa. 19103. shall be assembled in consecu- g/cm') shall be added to the

I
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Procedure 8851-05: Mill powder to increase its

apparent density and flow rate.

A. Equipment

1. Ball mill.

2. Ball mill jar.

3. Steel balls, 3/4-7/8 inch diameter.

4. Hall apparatus.

5. Top-loading electronic balance.

B. Procedure

1. Mill powder, as in Procedure 8851-01 for 1/2, 1, or 2 hours,
as required, to increase Its apparent density to 1.35-1.58 g/cm
(30-35% of theoretical).

A-7
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-12: Powder Blending
"- (To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-01 "Powder Milling")

1. Weigh out Ti and Al-V in ratio of 90:10 using electronic top-loading
balance, Ex 1200 g charge = 120 g Al-V

1080 g Ti

- - 2. Fill jar with powder and balls as per 8851-01 and blend for 1/2 hour.

'A-

0
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* Procedure 8R51-120: Die Pressing (Briquetting) of Metal Compacts

A. Equipment:

1. Briquetting die set.

2. Powder compaction press, hydraulic.

B. Procedure:

1. Inspect wall of die and core rod, if any, and remove any adherent metal.

2. Adjust lower punch to provide correct powder fill depth.

3. Use 3.35 inch test bar die to check press for platen parallelism
left-to-right and front-to-back. Shim as required, with a 1/4 inch
steel plate over the shims.

4. When platens are parallel within 0.002 inch over 3.35 inch, place
required briquetting die in center of lower platen. Connect pressure
recorder to press.

(4a. Lubricate die wall.)

5. Add powder, tap die, and level off the powder.

6. Fit upper punch into die so that top of punch is horizontal and punch
is at least 1/64 inch into die.

7. Apply required pressure to top punch. Hold 5 seconds.

8. Release pressure.

9. Remove to punch.

10. Use ejector ring to eject the compact. Note ejection force.

a

A-9
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Procedure 4203-408-20, Rev. 0: Briquetting of Actuator Housing

(To be used In conjunction with Procedure 8851-120, "Die Pressing
(Briquetting) of Metal Compacts.")

1. Briquetting pressure for this part Is 30 ton/in2.
* -Die area 0.4*5 In; briquetting force -13.5 tons I 1 ton.

A-i10
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TIrd Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-408-20, Rev. 0: Briquetting of Actuator Housing

(To be used In conjunction with Procedure 8851-120, "Die Pressing

(Briquetting) of Metal Compacts.")

1. Briquetti ng pressure for this part Is 30 ton/in.

Die area ArO.45 in2; briquetting force - 13.5 tons I 1 ton.

A-11
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-30: Sintering Green Compacts

A. Equipment:

1. Brew Model 426 vacuum furnace or equivalent.

2. L-H Penningvac cold cathode vacuum gauge with electrical readout.

3. Strip-chart recorder.

B. Procedure:

1. Place an outgassed BN-coated moly foil on furnace hearth, ON
facing upward.

2. Place compacts on BN surface, with space between compacts, and not
compact closer than 1/4 inch from the furnace heating element.

"- 3. Close furnace and pump down.

.4. Blank chamber off from pump and leak rate. Do not start run if
leak rate exceeds 10 microns/minute.

5. Connect thermocouple and vacuum gauge to recorder. Identify
channels, FSD values, and chart speed on Recorder Data Sheet.

A-12
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Procedure 4203-30: Sintering Titanium Powder Compacts

(To be used In conjunction with 8851-30, 'Sintering Green Compacts.")

p -1. initial chamber pressure should be 410 torr.

2. Heat sample to 1000 F at rate such that chamber pressure does not
exceed 10-4. torr. Hold N15 minutes at this temperature.

3. Heat to 1600OF with same pressure control as in (1)
Hold at least 15 minutes at this temperature.

4.. Heat to 2250 t 250F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at temperature for 4i hours.

A -13
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TrIW Materials Technology
Process Description

TI P/M Gyro Machining Preform: Gotcha Lock: P/N 407 MP

Materials: CP Titanium Process: CIP/Sinter/HIP
Process

Operation Equipment Qualified Sheets

Number Operation or Facility Operator Spec., Drwg.

407-05 Mill titanium powder Ball mill, ball mill jar, LJ 8851-05
*~ Steel balls

Hall apparatus

Balance

407-10 Determine powder size Tyler Ro-Tap 80-325 mesh LJ MPIF 04

distribution screens, balance MPIF 05

.07-11 Analyze powder: Fe, Chem Lab
Na, Cl, C, 0, H, N

.07-20 Press Green compact Rubber bag set 407-B-2 LJ 8851-20

Mandrel 407-T2 4203-407-CIP
CIP Unit

.07-21 Turn to 2.8 inch 0 Lathe

407-23 Remove mandrel Arbor press or LJ
Hydraulic press

407-25 Inspect compact Bench LJ
0-1 micrometer; GF Dwg. .07-CIP
6" vernier caliper;
Balance

407-30 Sinter compact Brew or NRC Vacuum LJ 8851-30

- furnace, recorder JS 4203-30

407-35 Inspect compact Bench; LJ
6" vernier caliper, GF Dwg. 407-2
Balance

107-40 HIP HIP unit JA 8851-40,4203-

, . . 4.07-4.5 Inspect Bench, LJ

6" vernier Dwg. .07-MP

1.07-.6 Hot Size Sizing Mandrel Dwg. 407-SM
Furnace 4203-407-HS

107-50 Clean Acid Room LJ TAP-PS-645A
TAP-PS-5188

407-60 Inspect Bench LJ

6" vernier caliper GF Dwg. 407-MP

B-1
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" "" TrI/ Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-05: Mill powder to increase its
apparent density and flow rate.

A. Equipment

1. Ball mill.

2. Ball mill Jar.

3. Steel balls, 3/4-7/8 inch diameter.

4. Hall apparatus.

5. Top-loading electronic balance.

B. Procedure

1. Mill powder, as in Procedure 8851-01 for 1/2, 1, or 2 hours,

as required, to increase its apparent density to 1.35-1.58 g/cm
3

(30-35% of theoretical).

iIB-
B-2



EPIF STANDARD NO. 04

METAL POIWR MUMMTII EDERATION
Method for

DETERMNATION OF APPARENT DENSITY OF
FREE-FOWING METAL POWDERS

USING THE HALL APPARATUS
UPIF Starndard 04

Issued 1945, Adopted 1948, Reylned 19n2

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation. 201 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the least editions. Additional data
must be approved by tie Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered pert of the Standard. Copies of WIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is 42.00

1. sCOPE Noss 1 - The powder is dry when 5.EOi

1.1 This standard describes a there is no weight losese- the 5.1 The weight in grams of the pow-
method for determining the op- result of conditioning it for one der from the leveled density cup,
parent density of free-flowing hour in a drying oven at 215 la multiplied by 0.04. shall be
metal powders and is only suit- 225 F(102 to 107 C) and cooling rapno s dtapparent density

Sale for thorn powders which to momii temperature in a dasd- to"th nearest 0.1 gfcm'.
will flow unaided through the calor.
specified Hall ficem ter funnel. 3.1.1 The test specimen shell be a APPENIDIE
See MPIF Standard No. 23 hor representative aomple obtained
apparent density of non-frss- in accordanc with MPIF Stand- Al. worI ON RCISON OF MPIF
flowing metal powders. aid No. 01. STANDAD NO. 04

2. APPAIA1UB 4. M1OCEDUM A1.1 A plane testing program we
*2.1 The following apparatus is 4.1 The dry fast specimen shell be carried cii aueng uses of the

reuired to perform this deter- carefully loaded into the flow- Hall flovometer appareas to
ma nation. meter funnel and permitted la obtain data to determine the

2.1.1 Hell Flowmeteor Funnel: A nun info the denaity cup through precision of this method. The
standard flometer funnel (Fig. the disheige orifice. Care must complete roport on this weekt is
1) having an orifice of 0.10 in. be token not to mw the density available in the offices of the
in diamarr (2.54 mm). cup. Meta Powder Industriss Ftde,.

2.1.2 Density Cup: A cylindrical 4.2 When the powder completely edeon.
cup (FIg. 2) having a capacity of fills and overflows; the periphery A11.2 The report concludes that
25 t0.05 cc. of the density cup, dhe funnel MP1F Standard No. 04 Is oper-

2.1.3 A support (Fig. 3) to hold the shell be totated approximaetely Wae, in die testing of free.
fiowneter funne concentric UI hdna laead flowing metal powder, with a
with the density cup so thet the the remaining powder falls away precisien of V a 2.196,
botlom of the orifice is 1.0' " hecp A2. COMPAR1LE STANDAM6
(aprox 25 mm) above the lap 4.3 Using a non-magneft sposolaIiof the density cup when smm- with the blsf held pe penlou. ASIM £ 212
bled, (Fig. 4). for in the up of the call, the .Japaese JlS Z2504-190

2.1.4 Base: A vibredon-fres table powder shell be lled off flush GoomI3-41
a support tho floamete soam- with the top of the density cup.
bly. Care must be tak e vomid

2.1.8 blance: A balance having a Jelling the apparatus at mny bins.
capacity, of at last 20 g and 4.4 After the leveling operation. the
a sensitivity of 0.lg. densIty cup should be lightly -

tapped on die side to sold* the hismae ssM csmvoiies Iu for al
3. MuT uEIII1111 powder asoavid spilling in dieseleas .red ab is wir

-.. 3.1 The tes specimen shell consist transfer. avellble is ft AU IMWl Prooss
of a vol mrne of apmdmately 30 4.6 The power shell be tiae feed fo Told m uswb 196fu3.
to 40 cc of dry metal poer to dhe balance and weighed to PI P. t9163.

die neseet 0.06g9.

8-3
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S.-4k-o.1o" (2.54mm)

Fig. I Hall Flownteter FunrelF HlFig. 3 Stand

#1*L
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Fig. 2 25m DensIty Cup

Fig. 4 Assembly
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UPIF STANDARD NO. 05

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

Metbod for
DETERMINATION OF SIEVE ANALYSIS OF

METAL POWDERS
MPIF Standard 05

Issued 1945, Revised 1949, Adopted 1949, Revised 1962, 1973

This Standard. prepered by the Metal Powder Industries Federtion, is subject to periodic revision. Sg-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Meal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2054,
Princeton. N.J. 08540. Users of standards an cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional dal
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Fedation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Tyler Sieves. Size and Tyler Sieve tive order as to size of openings.
1.1 This method covers the test for Series Designation with the sieve having the largest

the sieve analysis of standard
compacting grade granular metal 175 micron ( 80 mesh) opening at the top, the assembly;: odr.149 micron (100 mesh) being completed by a solid
pwes 104 micron (150 mesh) collecting pan below the bottom2. APPARATUS 74 micron (1200 mesh) sieve. The test specimen shall be

2.1Sie AP U 44 micron (25 mesh) placed on the top sieve and this
2.1 Sieves: A set of standard sieves 4 (325 mesh) sieve closed with a solid cover.selected from Table No. 1, ASTM 2.2 Sieve Shaker: A mechanically The sieve assembly then shall be

Specification Ell, or the equivae- operated single eccentric sieve fastened securely in a suitablelent Tyler Standard Screen Scale shaker which imparts to the nest mechanical sieve shaking device
Sieves. The sieves shall be 8 in. of sieves a rotary motion of 285 ahd operated for a period of 15
cr2 in.(25 or 50mm) in depth and rpm plus or minus 15, and a minutes.
f i ith rass, bnze and tapping action of 150 taps per 4.2 The sieved fractions shall be
fitted with brass, bronze, stain- The removed from the nest of sieves
less steel or other suitable wire. sieve shaker shall be fitted with by removing the coersest sieve
Theievest Elli The following a plug to receive the impact of from the nest, gantly tapping its
Specification Ell he folloing the tapping device. The entire contents to one side and pouring
sieves shall be used for the slow apparatus shell be mounted them upon a. glazed paper. Any
mesh or finer: rigidly, and preferably shell be material adhering to the bottom of
T eesh accordi: provided with a time switch to the sieve and frame shell be

Tabe I - Testing sieves according to insure accuracy of duration of the brushed with a soft brush Into the
Tyler Standard Screen Scale- U.S. t". next finer sieve. The sieve justStandardorASTMSeries. 2.3 Abelancehavingacapacityofat rmoved then shall be tpped.

SAIIM Sieves. Size and U.S. Stiard least 100 9. and a sensitivity of upside down, on the paper con-
".- Sie nd U.S.ion0.01 g. taining the portion that had been

Sievon DeNo.tP retained on it. This fraction shall

S177 micron o. 80) 3.1 The test specimen, obtained in be weighed to within 0.1 9. This
149 micron (No. 100) accordance with MPIF Standard process shall be mpetad for
106 micron (No. 140) 01, shell be 100 9. of any powder each sieve in the nest and the
74 " (No. 200) the apparent density of which, fraction neleeted in the pen shall
44 micron (No. 325) datamined by MPIF Standard 04, also be removed and weighed. The

is greater than 150 g/cm'. sum of the weights of all the
If the appret density of h fractions shall be not less than
powder is less than 1.50 g/cm3, a U pecent o t test speime

e' N We re fo as 50 . sample shell be used. weigt ad the dif e be-
it in des 1dad aMe tam this am and 100 (or 50 in

, , th ,. ,Wr CM e of p n the parent
for Tu ,0' .. l l R n L. 4.1 The group of sieves selected density of which is less than 1.50

T shall be assembed In coneacu- gVm shell be addd to the

B-5
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weight of the fraction collected A2. Certified Sieve
in the pan. Sieves conforming to ASTM Spec-

ification EllI can be obtained from
5. REPORT the sieve manufacturers, and
5.1 The weights of the fractions arrangements can be made

retained on each sieve, and the through them to have the sieves
weight of that fraction collected certified by the Bureau of
in the pan, shall be expressed as Standards. If used continually,
percentage of the test specimen the sieves will, after a period of
weight to the nearest 0.1 percent. time, become less accurate and
and reported in the following form. might no longer be acceptable as
Any screen fraction whose per- certified sieves. The common
centage of the test specimen practice, which would be consid-
weight is Iesi: than 0.1 percent ered acceptable according to this
shall be reported as "trace." standard, would be to use the

Table II - Form for Reporting Test certified sieves as a master set
Data for checking other working sets

of sieves. By comparing sieve
tests on the same sample, run in

Mesh Percentage by beth the master set and working
(Tyler or U.S.S.) Weight set, a factor can be established

+ 80 ................ for correcting results on the
- 80+100 ................ working sieves. These factors
-100+150 ................ will vary with the coarseness of
-150+200 ................ the powder and should be estab-
-200 +325 ................ lished for powders of different
-325 ................ particle size distribution. The

method for obtaining this factor
APPENDIX is illustrated by the example

Al. Method for Obtaining Sieve given in Table Ill. All results
Correction obtained on the working sieves

Table Ill - them would be multiplied by the
Facm bw 104 factor so obtained before

Ctfied Work MweWpton; Siev
Mienh SONave reporting.
- +o.o W. 16 0o10o = . A3. Comparable Standards

, "-190ao +21 W. W.W0o 2a o ASYM - B 214

V- -9 2.1 z W9 0-7" German - 81-69

W psbllatlan Of Ul 0"ifl In
101l00 wit I 111 VW valiay of any oemt
dm In abla.iaan €s We and the ea Pnda

*~~ ~~ -nU',a a dne ~ant wandmfle a 6, Inee
-.&. a illiaiq die oten em agalnst liabIlIty for

btmatof any Latr Paten nor ass.an
eso" llility.
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-20, Rev. 0: CIP Compacting of Powder

1. Inspect bag for tears or adhering metal. Repair tears with RTV rubber.

2. Inspect mandrel; remove any adhering powder.

3. Insert mandrel Into bag.

4. Place bag on table and slowly fill and tap, making sure that the powder
Is evenly distributed around the mandrel, until the powder is one inch
from the top of the bag.

5. Fit cap onto bag and adjust until its edge is parallel to the base of the
bag, and it is down as far as it will go.

6. Load bag(s) into CIP vessel.

7. Close vessel and pressurize to specified pressure.

8. Hold at pressure one minute.

9. Depressurize by either:

a) Opening valve completely (fast depressurize), or

b) Partially opening valve so that it takes 2 minutes to reach 30,000
psi, after which valve may be opened completely.

10. Remove bag and dry with cloth wipers or paper towels.

11. Remove cap.

- .12. Remove pressed bar (and mandrel) from bag.

B-7
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-407-CIP, Rev. 0: CIP of Gotcha Lock

(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-20, "CIP Compaction
of Powder.")

A. Material: CP Ti, AD greater than 1.353 g/cm3 (130% of theoretical).

B. Equipment:

1. Urethane rubber bag, 407B, hardness Durometer A-70, 31 inch ID,
closed one end.

2. Urethane rubber cap, Durometer A-70 to fit (1).

3. Steel mandrel, 407 M-1, HRC 45, min.

4. CIP apparatus.

C. Procedure:

1. Place clean mandrel, large end down, in recess in base of bag.

2. Fill and seal.

3. Pressurize to 55,000-60,000 ib/in 2 .

- . 4. Hold at pressure 1 minute.

5. Depressurize by opening valve completely.

" 6. Remove bag, dry completely, and remove cap.

B-8
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-30: Sintering Green Compacts

A. Equipment:

1. Brew Model 426 vacuum furnace or equivalent.

2. L-H Penningvac cold cathode vacuum gauge or equivalent.

3. Strip-chart recorder.

B. Procedure:

1. Place a reoly foil on furnace hearth.

2. Place compacts on foil surface, with space between compacts,
and no compact closer than 1/4 inch from the furnace heating
element.

3. Close furnace and pump down.

4. Blank chamber off from pump and check leak rate. Do not start
run if leak rate exceeds 10 microns/minute.

5. Connect thermocouple and vacuum gauge to recorder, If used.
Identify channels, FSD values, and chart speed on Recorder
Data Sheet.

B-9
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T1I6 Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-30: Sintering Titanium Powder Compacts

(To be used in conjunction with 8851-30, "Sintering Green Compacts.")

1. Heat sample to 10000F at rate such that chamber pressure does not
exceed 10-4 torr. Hold is15 minutes at this temperature.

2. Heat to 1600°F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at least 15 minutes at this temperature.

3. Heat to 2250 t 250 F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at temperature for 4 hours.

1
8-1
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Procedure 8851-40: HIP of Sintered Compacts

A. Equipment:

Instrumented HIP facility.

KB. Procedure:

* 1. Place sample on metal hearthplate.

2. Close unit.

3.Evacuate unit.

4. Pressurize.

5. Heat.

6. Adjust pressure as required.

7.Start timed cycle when required pressure and temperature
are achieved.

8. Turn off furnace at end of cycle.

9.Depressurize.



TIW Materials Technology

Procedure 4*203-4.0, Rev. 0, "NIP of Gotcha Lock"

(To be used In conjunction with Procedure 8851-4.0, "NIP of Sintered Compacts.")

1. Use a ettanium or molybdenum foil or shoet as hearthPlate.

2. Place a tubular titanium or molybdenum foil or sheet barrier around
gotcha lock to Insure that compact cannot touch heating element.

3. HIP pressure Is 15,000 M150 lb/in 2.0
HIP temperature Is 1i0 zot250F (930 t100C).
Time at 15,000 lb/inz, 1700OF is 2-14 hours.

B-12
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Procedure 4203-407 HS, Rev. 0: Hot Sizing of Gotcha Lock

A. Equipment:

1. Hot sizing mandrel, 321 SS, oxidized burr-free.

2. Furnace.

3. Arbor press.

B. Procedure:

* 1. Place gotcha lock(s) in 12000F furnace; hold in furnace for
30 minutes.

2. Remove gotcha lock from furnace and press onto the (cold)
sizing mandrel.

3. Place gotcha lock/mandrel pair in 1200F furnace; hold in furnace
for two hours.

4. Remove gotcha lock/mandrel from furnace and allow to cool to

room temperature.

5. Press mandrel out of gotcha lock.

6. Remove any burrs from surface of mandrel.

7. Spray mandrel with graphite lubricant.

--13
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION: BASE
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TRW Materials Technology
Process Description

Ti P/M Gyro Machining Preform: Base; P/N1 406 HP,
Rev. 1

Material: Ti-6AI-4V Process: CIP/Sinter/HIP
Process

Operation Equipment Qualified Sheets
UIumber Operation or Facility Operator Spec., Orwg.

406-00 Mill AI-V master alloy Ball mill,1O mash SS Screen LJ 8851-01
to -100 mesh " Jar, gallon

Steel balls, inch

406-05 Determine PSD, AD Tyler Ro-Tap HPIF
80-325 mash SS screens HPIF 05
Balance Hall apparatus

406-07 Mill Titanium Ball mill, jar, balls U 8851-05
as in 406-00

406-10 Determine PSD, AD As above, for 406-05 U MPIF 04, 05
for Ti powder

406-12 Blend AI-V Into Ti Ball mill, Jar, balls LJ 4203-12
balance, as in 406-00 8851-05

406-15 Analyze powders: Al, Chemistry Laboratory
V,Fe,Na,C1 ,C,O,H,N

4 106-20 Press Green compact Rubber bag set, mandrel U 8851-21
CIP unit 4203-06-CIP

06-22 Turn outside diameters Mandrels, lathe Dwg. 406-CIP
concentric with
mandrel

406-25 inspect compact Bench, 0-1, 1-2" micro- • Dwg. 406-CIP

meters; 6" vernier

406-30 Sinter compact Brew or NRC vacuum U or 8851-30
furnace; recorder JS 4203-30

406-35 Inspect Bench, 0-1, micrometer, LJ Owg. 406-S
6" vernier caliper, balance

"06-40 HIP HIP unit JA 4203-40
8851-40

406-45 Inspect Bench U
0-1" micrometer; 6" Dwg. 406-MP
vernier caliper

C-1
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* TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-01: Powder Milling

1. Use new steel jar, one that has been last used for titanium or one
that has been bored out to remove any metal contamination. If new
or machine, "condition" with scrap titanium powder for 1 hour.

* 2. Screen AI-V to -10 mesh.

3. Fill jar 1/4 full with powder (z1200 g for 6 inch Jar).

4. Add 3/4-7/8 Inch 0 steel balls either new or previously used for this
* material so that powder plus balls half fill the jar.

5. Seal Jar.

6. Place jar on mill and run for 2 hours.

7. Remove Jar from mill.

8. Tap lid to settle powder.

9. Open jar.

10. Use 10 mesh screen to separate balls from powder.

C-2.
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EPIF STANDARD NO. 04

METAL POWDER [NDWSTRIES FEDERATION
Idethod for

DETERMINATION OF APPARENT DENSITY OF
FREE-FLOWING METAL POWDERS

USING THE HALL APPARATUS
MPIF Standard 04

leaned 1945. Adopted 1948, Revised 1972

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation. 201 East 42nd Straet.
New York, N.Y. 10017. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the least editions. Additional dale
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered par t o the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards nay be obtained from the Federation at fth above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is 52.00

1. SCOPE Nowe I - The powder is dry when S. ff"T
1.1 This standard describes a there is no weight loss as the 5.1 The weight in grams of the pow-

method for detenmning the ap- result of conditioning it for one der from the leveld density cup,
parn density of free-flowIng hour in a drying oven at 215 to multiplied by 0.04, shall be
mealpowdiersand is only suit- 225 F (102to107 C) and cooling reported asthe apparent dsnsty
able for those powder* which to rawn waperature in a dessi- to the nearet 0.1 g/cral.
will flow unaided through toe cator.
specified Hell flowater funnel. 3.1.1 The test specimen shell be a APPENDIES
See MPIF Standard No. 28 for representative ample obtained
apparent density of non4roe- in eccoindance with MPIF Stand- Al. Eo~RT ONl PRECISION OF MRIF
flowing metal powders. aid No. 01. STANDARD NO. 04

2. APPARlIJS 4. NROcEDuRE A1.1 A plenned tasting program was
2.1 The following apparatus is 4.1 The dry Nost specimen shell be cenled out amoeng users of the

required to perform this deter- carefully loaded into the flow- Hall flometer apparatus to
minotion. meter funnel and penmitted to obtain data to determine the

2.1.1 Hell Floweer Funnel: A run into the density cup through precision of this method The
stmtdaed flaweseter funnel JR9 the di scoeie orifice. Care must couples report on this work Is
1) having en orifice of 0.10 in. be taken not to move the density available In the offices of the
in dameter(2.5 mm). cup. Metal Powder Indiistries Feds-6

2.1.2 Density Cup: A cylindrical 4.2 When the powder completely ation.
cup (F19. 2) heving a capacity of fills, and overflows the periphery Al .2 The report cancludme that
26 20.06 cc. of the density cup, the funnel MPIF Standard No. 04 Is oper-

2.1.3 A support (AgS. 3) to hold the shell be rotatad approximately able, in the testing of fe
flowneter funnel cone-ntic 9D9 in a horizontal plane so that flowing metal powder with a
with the density cup so thet the the remaining powder falls away precision of V a 2. 1%.
bottom of the orifice is 1.0" firom the cup. AL COMPARAUE STANDARDS
(approx. 25 mu) aon- the top 4.3 Using a nonwmagnstlc spatula
of the density cup when assam- with the blade held peepondlcu. ASIM m 212
bled, (Fig. 4). Isr to the top of the cup, the JapanesAS Z28114-11966

2.1.4 Bese: A vibration-free table powdar shall be leveled off flush German83-09
to suppornt the flowmeter meanm- with the top of the density cup.

* My. Care must be taken to avoid
2.1.5 Iblance: A balance having a jarring the apparatus at anytime.

capacity of at least 2D0 g and 4.4 After the leveling operation, the
a sensitivity of 0.01g. density cup should be lightly -

tapped on the side to settle the Metric sysmo -auun far11e-- for ald
2 . lffS PECW4111111 powder to avoid spilling in dJiSIUI.SrSIUI6W to n i Sandar an
3.1 The tes specimen shall consist transfer. avil" puinbdo s A rniriMk Pias

of a whuie of appreslmately 30 4.5 The powder shall be transfred for Tetn adt hiasarlms 1916 ame 9s.
ae 40 co of dry metal pou d r. to the balance end weighed to Pliiad~his Pa. 19103.

the nearst 0.06 g.

% - ,C-3
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Fig. 1 Hall Flawmeter Funnel Fg tn

Fig. 4 Asemly
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MPIF STANDARD NO. 05

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

Method for
DETERMINATION OF SIEVE ANALYSIS OF

METAL POWDERS
MPIF Standard 05

Issued 1945, Revised 1949, Adopted 1949, Revised 1962. 1973

This Standard. prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gsstions for revision should be addressed Io the Metal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2054.
Princeton. N.J. 08540. Users of standards are cautioned so secure the latest editions. Additional data
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered pert of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Tyler Sieves, Size and Tyler Sieve tive order as to size of openings,
1.1 This method covers the test for Series Designation with the sieve having the largest

the sieve analysis of standard opening at the top, the assemblycontectn9 rad grnulr mtal 175 micron ( 80 mesh)
compacting grade granular mel 149 micron (100 mesh) being completed by a solid
powders. 104 micron (150 mesh) collecting pan below the bottom

2. APPARATUS 74 micron (200 mesh) sieve. The test specimen shall be
2.1 Sieves: A set of standrd sieves 44 micron (325 mesh) placed on the top sieve and this

sieve closed with a solid cover.
selected from Table No. 1, ASTM 2.2 Sieve Shaker: A mechanically The sieve assembly then shall be
Specification Ell, or the equiv- operated single eccentric sieve fastened securely in a suitable
lev Tyler Standard Screen Scale shaker which imparts to the nest mechanical sieve shaking device

SSieves. The sieves shall be in. of sieves a rotary motion of 285 and operated for a period of 15
or 2 in.(25 or 50m) in deith end pm plus or minus 15, and a minutes.
fitted with brass, bronze. stain- tapping action of 150 taps W 4.2 The sieved fractions shall be
less steel or other suitable wire. minute plus or minus 10. The removed from the nest of sieves
The sieves shall soiform wire. sieve shaker shell be fitted with by removing the coarsest sieve
Theievesihat ll. Thfollowing a plug to receive the impact of from the nest, gently tapping its
Specification Ell. T the tapping device. The entire contents to one side and pouring
sieves of e pwdf r apparatus shall be mounted them upon a. glazed paper. Any

enalysis of metal powders 80 rigidly, and preferably shell be material adhering to the bottom of
mesh or finr: provided with a time switch to the sieve and frame shell be

Tabe I - Testing sieves according to insure accuracy of duration of the brushed with a soft brush into thetest, next finer sieve. The sieve just
Standard or ASTM Series. 2.3 A belance having a capacity of at removed then shell be tapped,

least 100 g. and a sensitivity of upside down, on the paper con-"-iASTM Sieves, Size and U.S. Standeod 0.01 . tining the portion that had bumn

Siav Designation . SPEaIN retained on it. This fraction shall
177 micron (No. 80) 3.1 The test specimen, obtained in be weighed to within 0.1 g. This
149 micron (No. 100) accordance with MPIF Standard process shall be repeated for
10 micron (No. 140) 01, shall be 100 g. of any powder each sieve in the nest and the
74 micron (No. 200) the apparent density of which, fraction collected in the pen shall
o micrn (No.35) de ned by WF staterd 04. also be removed and weighsd. The

is greater than 1.50 g/cm'. sum of the weights of all the
If the apparent density of the fractions shall be not less then
powder is less than 1.50 g/cm'. a 99 per-.' of the test specimen

Metl -yam co (aes n f oe r a 50 g. sample shall be used. weight, and the difference be-
dimuan s referred to in tis Studardf we twon this sum and 100 (or 50 in
avauble in dos AS4. Mo PrdCEDE case of powders the apparentGt& .- " u tid e m lid o d b y d o wie e S t ire d e n i t o f h ihOsCE D Ut h n .5
for Toisnd IsMoalr, 1916 RON St.. 4.1 The group of sieves selected density of which is less than 1.50
Plhbl is, Fa. 19103. shll be assembled in oonscu- /cm') shall be added to the

C-5
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weight of the fraction collected A2. Certified Sieve
in the pan. Sieves conforming to ASTM Spec-

ification Eli can be obtained from
5. REPORT the sieve manufacturers, and
5.1 The weights of the fractions arrangements can be made

retained on each sieve, and the through them to have the sieves
weight of that fraction collected certified by the Bureau of
in the pan, shall be expressed as Standards. If used continually,
percentages of the test specimen the sieves will, after a period of
weight to the nearest 0.1 percent. time, become less accurate and
and reported in the following form. might no longer be acceptable as
Any screen fraction whose per- certified sieves. The common
centage of the test specimen practice, which would be consid-
weight is less than 0.1 percent ered acceptable according to this
shall be reported as "trace.- standard, would be to use the

Table II - Form for Reporting Test certified sieves as a master set
Data for checking other working sets

of sieves. By comparing sieve
tests on the same sample, run in

Mesh Percentage by both the master set and working
(Tyler or U.S.S.) Weight set, a factor can be established

+ 80 for correcting results on the
- 80+100 ............... working sieves. These factors
-100+150 ................ will very with the coarseness of
-150 +200 ................ the powder and should be estab-
-200 +325 ................ lished for powders of different
-325 ................ particle size distribution. The

method for obtaining this factor
APPENDIX is illustrated by the example

Al. Method for Obtaining Sieve given in Table Ill. All results
Correction obtained on the working sieves

Table Ill - them would be multiplied by the
factu *.- *Mt kfactor so obtained before

;ei ;7k A3.io Wwka SliSindrdU msie" so, a o u " o reporting.
+00O 0.1 0.1 0.110.1 : I.

-X +100 6of 10o u .0o A3. Comparable Standards
s0o0 mI0.0 a 10.01iy .0 = 1.

-,so In mn.0io. 0 20.016.0 =, ASTM - B 214-M +s s.o ,.0 &.0. = 1.25 German - 81-69
-311 2.0 1".0 21.W,'1" .70 .

By P tlk inm of sineNds ra l tiat Io
Iemo i o f a ny ies tV of mem my
ivot~ in 1h. &Wl 00 MM iwe

b "Snllia kbility.
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure R851-05: Mill powder to increase its
' apparent density and flow rate.

A. Equipment:

1. Ball mill.

2. Ball mill jar.

3. Steel balls, 3/4-7/8 inch diameter.

4. Hall apparatus.

5. Top-loading electronic balance.

B. Procedure:

1. Mill powder, as in Procedure 8851-01 for 1/2, 1, or 2 hours,
as required, to increase its apparent density to 1.35-1.58 g/cm

(30-35% of theoretical).

C-
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-12: Powder Blending

*(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-01 "Powder Milling")

1. Weigh out Ti and Al-V in ratio of 90:10 using electronic top-loading
balance, Ex 1200 g charge - 120 g Al-V

1080 g Ti

2. Fill jar with powder and balls as per 8851-01 and blend for 1/2 hour.

.-7

-C-8
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-21, Rev. 0: CIP Compacting of Powder

1. Inspect bag for tears or adhering metal. Repair tears with RTV rubber.

2. Inspect mandrel; remove any adhering powder.

3. Insert mandrel into bag.

4. Place bag on vibrator table and slowly fill, making sure that the powder
is evenly distributed around the mandrel, until the powder is one inch
from the top of the bag.

5. Fit cap onto bag and adjust until its edge is parallel to the base of the
bag, and it is down as far as It will go.

6. Load bag(s) into CIP vessel.

7. Close vessel and pressurize to specified pressure.

8. Hold at pressure one minute.

9. Depressurize by either:

a) Opening valve completely (fast depressurize), or

b) Partially opening valve so that it takes 2 minutes to reach 30,000
psi, after which valve may be opened completely.

10. Remove bag and dry with cloth wipers or paper towels.

11. Remove cap.

. 12. Remove pressed bar (and mandrel) from bag.

C-9
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-406-CIP, Rev. 0: CIP of Gyro Base
(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-21,

CIP Compacting of Powder.)

Material: Blended Ti-(6A1-V), AD J.16 g/cm3; TD5 1.60 g/cm
3

1. Check that mandrel halves are securely bolted together.

2. Load mandrel, bowl-end down, into bag. Fill with 950 g Ti-(6AI-4V) powder.

23. Pressurize to 55,000-60,000 lb/in

4. Hold at pressure 1 minute.

5. Depressurize by opening valve completely.

6. Dry bag with cloth or paper towels and remove cap.

7. Remove 1/4 inch threaded cap screw from bowl end of mandrel.

8. Screw 3/8 Inch bolt into top of bowl mandrel and extract bowl
mandrel from compact.

9. Support base of compact on 4" OD x 2 inch ID ejection block and push
the lower mandrel body out of the compact.

C-10
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-30: Sintering Green Compacts

A. Equipment:

1. Brew Model 426 vacuum furnace or equivalent.

2. L-H Penningvac cold cathode vacuum gauge with electrical readout.

3. Strip-chart recorder.

B. Procedure:

1. Place an outgassed BN-coated moly foil on furnace hearth, BN
facing upward.

2. Place compacts on BN surface, with space between compacts, and no
compact closer than 1/4 inch from the furnace heating element.

3. Close furnace and pump down.

" 4. Blank chamber off from pump and check leak rate. Do not start
Yrun if leak rate exceeds 10 microns/minute.

5. Connect thermocouple and vacuum gauge to recorder. Identify
channels, FSD values, and chart speed on Recorder Data Sheet.

C-1i
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Procedure 4203-30: Sintering Titanium Powder Compacts

(To be used in conjunction with 8851-30, "Sintering Green Compacts.")

1. Heat sample to 10000F at rate such that chamber pressue does not
exceed 10- 4 torr. Hold ?15 minutes at this temperature.

2. Heat to 1600°F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at least 15 minutes at this temperature.

3. Heat to 2250 t250F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at temperature for 4 hours.

*-C1
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-40: HIP of Sintered Compacts

A. Equipment:

Instrumented HIP facility.

S. Procedure:

1. Place an outgassed, BN-coated moly foil on HIP hearth with SN
facing upward.

2. Place compact on SN surface.

3. Place an outgassed ceramic barrier around compact to Insure that
compact cannot touch furnace heating elements.

4. Close unit.

5. Evacuate unit.

6. Pressurize.

7. Heat.

-. Adjust pressure as required.

9. Start timed cycle when required pressure and temperature are achieved.

10. Turn off furnace at end of cycle.

11. Depressurize.

C-i3
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-40: HIP of Base and Gotcha Lock

A. Equipment:

Instrumented HIP facility.

B. Procedure:

1. Load and seal unit as per 8851-40.

2. Heat to 17000F t200 F.

* + 3. Pressurize to 15,000 lb/in 2 t 500 lb/in 2

4. Hold at these conditions for 3 hours t 1 hour.

C-i"4
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TRW Materials Technology
Process Description

Ti P/M Gyro Machining Preform: Gimbal Ring: P/N 409 MP

Material: TI-6AI-4V Process: Die Press/Sinter/Forge

Process
Oer peration Equipment Qualified SheetsNumber Operation or Facility Operator Spec., Drwg.
409-00 Mill AI-V master Ball mill, 10 mesh SS Screen LJ 8851-01

alloy to -100 mesh " " Jar, gallon
Steel balls

409-05 Determine PSD, AD Tyler Ro-Tap LJ MPIF 04
80-325 mesh SS Screens MPIF 05
Balance, Hall apparatus

409-07 Mill Titanium Ball mill, jar, balls, LJ 8851-05
as in 406-00

409-10 Determine PSD, AD As above, for 406-05 LJ MPIF 04, 05
for Ti powder

409-12 Blend Al-V into Ball mill, jar, balls LJ 4263-12
Ti balance, as in 406-00 8851-05

409-15 Analyze powder: Chem. Lab
Al, V, Fe, Na, Cl,
C, 0, H, N

409-20 Press green compact Briquetting die 409-BD-1 LJ 8851-20

4203-410-20

409-25 Inspect O-1" micrometer, balance LJ Dwg. 409B
bench

409-30 Sinter Brew or NRC Vacuum Furnace LJ or 8851-30

JS 4203-30
409-35 Inspect Bench, 0-1" micrometer, Dwg. 410-S

Balance

409-40 Lubricate Spray booth LF 8851-140
Spray gun 4203-140Lubricant

409-50 Forge Die Set 8851-265 LJ 8851-50
Die Inserts 8851-265-4 4203-150
Forge press, 50T min.
DTI, Type K TC

. 409-55 Inspect Bench, 0-1" micrometer LJ Dwg. 409F

D-1
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TRW Materials Technology
Process Description

Ti P/M Gyro Machining Prefom: Gimbal Ring: P/N 409MP (continued)

Material: Ti-6AI-4V Process: Die Press/Sinter/Forge
Process

Operation Equipment Qualified Sheets
Number Operation or Facility Operator Spec., Drwg.

409-60 Clean Sand Blast or Kolene Tank LJ 8851-60
Acid, Rinse Tanks TAP-PS-645A

TAP-PS-518B

409-65 Inspect Bench LJ Dwg. 409-MP
0-1" micrometer

o-2
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-01: Powder Milling

1. Use new steel jar, one that has been last used for titanium or one
that has been bored out to remove any metal contamination. If new
or machined, "condition" with scrap titanium powder for 1 hour.

2. Screen AI-V to -10 mesh.

3. Fill jar 1/4 full with powder (-,1200 g for 6 inch jar).

4. Add 3/4-7/8 inch 0 steel balls either new or previously used for this
material so that powder plus balls half fill the jar.

5. Seal jar.

6. Place jar on miii and run for 2 hours.

7. Remove jar from mill .

8. Tap lid to settle powder.

9. Open jar.

10. Use 10 mesh screen to separate balls from powder.

L
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EPIF STANDARD NO. 04

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION
Method for

DETERMINATION OF APPARENT DENSITY OF
FREE-FLOWING METAL POWDERS

USING THE HALL APPARATUS
MPIF Standard 04

Issued 1945, Adopted 1948, Revised 1972

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation, 201 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional data
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is S2.00

1. SCOPE Note 1 - The powder is dry when S. REPORT
1.1 This standard describes a there is no weight loss as the 5.1 The weight in grams of the pow-

method for determining the ap- result of conditioning it for one der frm the leveled density cup,
parent density of free-flowing hour in a drying oven at 215 to multiplied by 0.04, shall be
metal powders and is only suit- 225 F (102 to 107 C) and cooling reported as the apparent density
able for those powders which to momn temperature in a deisi- to the nearest 0.1 g/cm'.
will flow unaided through the cator.
specified Hall floweter funnel. 3.1.1 The test specimen shall be a APPENDIXES
See MPIF Standard No. 28 for representative sample obtained
apparent density of nonfree- in accordance with MPIF Stand- Al. REPORT ON PRECISION OF MPIF
flowing metal powders. ard No. 01. STANDARD NO. 04

2. APPARATUS 4. PROCEDURE A1.1 A planned testing program wse
2.1 The following apparatus is 4.1 The dry test specimen shall be carried out among users of the

required to perform this deter- carefully loaded into the flow- Hall flowmeter apparatus to
mination. meter funnel and permitted to obtain data to determine the

2.1.1 Hall Flowueter Funnel: A run into the density cup through precision of this method. The
standard flowwneter funnel (Fig. the discharge orifice. Care must complete report on this wrk is
1) having an orifice of 0.10 in. be taken not to move the density available in the offices of the
in diameter(2.54 mm. cup. Metal Powder Industries Fader-

2.1.2 Density Cup: A cylindrical 4.2 When the powder completely ation.
cup (Fig. 2) having a capacity of fills and overflows the periphery A1.2 The report concludes that
2510.05 cc. of the density cup, the funnel MPIF Standard No. 04 is oper-

2.1.3 A support (Fig. 3) to held the shall be rotated approximately able, in the testing of free-
flowmeter funnel concentric 90" in a horizontal plane so that flowing metal powder, with a
with the density cup so that the the remaining powder falls away precision of V = 2.1%.
botom of the orifice is 1.0" from the cup. A2. COMPARABLE STANDARDS
(appox. 25 amp) above the top 4.3 Using a non-magnetic spatula
of the density cup when assm- with the blade held perpendicw- AS11I B 212
bled, (Fig. 4). lr to the top of the Cup, tLt Japanese JlS Z 2504-1966

2.1.4 Bee: A vibration-free table powder shell be leveled off flush Germn 83-69
to support the flowmter esem- with the top of the density cup.
bly. Care must be taken to avoid

2.1.5 Blance: A balance having a jarring the apparatus at anytime.
capacity of at least 200 g and 4.4 After the leveling operation, the
a sensitivity of 0.01 g. density cup should be lightly

tapped on the side to settle the Metric system conversion facton for al
3. TEST EdIWI1UN powder to avoid spilling in dimensions referred to in this Standard are
3.1 The testspecime shell consist transfer. available in the ASTM Metric Pracie

of 3.1 o of 30 4.5 The tester shecimen shllcn transfered Guide, published by the American Society
of a volume of slppmlmaly 30 4.5 The powder shall be trnsferred for Testinp and Materials. 1916 Rac SL.
to 40 cc of dry metal powder. to the balance and weighed to Philadelphia. Pa. 19103.

the nearest 0.06 g.
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-44 .10"(2.54MM)

Fig. 1 Hall Flowmeter Funnel 3Sfl

00
ifi

Fig. 2 25cc Density Cup

Fig. 4 Assembly
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MPIF STANDARD NO. 05

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

Method for
DETERMINATION OF SIEVE ANALYSIS OF

METAL POWDERS
MPIF Standard 05

Issued 1945. Revised 1949, Adopted 1949, Revised 1962, 1973

This Standard, prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2054.
Princeton, N.J. 08540. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional data
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Tyler Sieves, Size and Tyler Sieve tive order as to size of openings,
1.1 This method covers the test for Series Designation with the sieve having the largest

the sieve analysis of standard opening at the top, the assembly
compacting grade granular metal 175 micron ( 80 mesh) oeing a opte as ly
powders. 149 micron (100 me, h) being completed by a solid104 micron (150 mesh) collecting pan below the bottom

, 2. APPARATUS 74 micron (200 mesh) sieve. The test specimen shall be

2.1 Sieves: A set of standard sieves 44 micron (325 mesh) placed on the top sieve and this
sieve closed with a solid cover.

selected from Table No. 1, ASTM 2.2 Sieve Shaker: A mechanically The sieve assembly then shall be
Specification Ell, or the equiva- operated single eccentric sieve fastened securely in a suitable
lent Tyler Standard Screen Scale shaker which imparts to the nest mechanical sieve shaking device
Sieves. The sieves shall be in. of sieves a rotary motion of 285 and operated for a period of 15
(200 m) in diameter and either 1 rpm plus or minus 15, and a minutes.
or2in.(25or50mm) indepthand tapping action of 150 taps per 4.2 The sieved fractions shall be
fitted with brass, bronze, stain- minute plus or minus 10. The removed from the nest of sieves
less steel or other suitable wire, sieve shaker shall be fitted with by removing the coarsest sieve
The sieves shall conform to ASTM a plug to receive the impact of from the nest, gently tapping its
Specification Ell. The following the tapping device. The entire contents to one side and pouring
analysis of metal powders 80 apparatus shall be mounted them upon a. glazed paper. Any

finer: rigidly, and preferably shall be material adhering to the bottom of
mesh or finer: provided with a time switch to the sieve and frame shall be

Table I - Testing sieves according to insure accui. cy of duration of the brushed with a soft brush into the
Tyler Standard Screen Scale- U.S. test. next finer sieve. The sieve just
Standard or ASTM Series. 2.3 A balance having a capacity of at removed then shall be tapped.

ASIM Sieves. Size and U.S. Stadrd least 100 g. and a sensitivity of upside down, on the paper con-
0.01 g. taining the portion that had been

Sieve Designation retained on it. This fraction shall
3. TEST SPECIMEN177 micron (No. 80) 3.1 The test specimen, obtained in be weighed to within 0.1 g. This

149 micron (No. 100) accordance with MPIF Standard process shall be repeated for
106 micron (No. 140) 01, shall be 100 g. of any powder each sieve in the nest and the
74 micron (No. 200) the apparent density of which, fraction collected in the pan shall
44 micron (No. 325) determined by MPIF Standard 04, also be removed and weighed. The

is greater than 1.50 g/cm. sum of the weights of all the
If the apparent density of the fractions shall be not less than
powder is less than 1.50 g/cm. a 99 percent of the test specimen

Metric sysosm conwerum factnfo ad 50 g. sample shall be used weight and the difrnceb
dimmia*e uferred to in this Stsadarf ame tween this sum and 100 (or 50 in
available in the ASTM M case of powders the apparent
Guide. puIbWm by the Amri Soi 4. ROCEDURE case of wde s the 1.50
for Tetal and Marials. 1916 t" Si.. 4.1 The group of sieves selected density of which is less then 1.50
--ll.dI L Pa. 19103. shall be assembled in consecu- g/ca 3) shall be added to the
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weight of the fraction collected A2. Certified Sieve
in the pan. Sieves conforming to ASTM Spec-

ification Eli can be obtained from
5. REPORT the sieve manufacturers, and
5.1 The weights of the fractions arrangements can be made

retained on each sieve, and the through them to have the sieves
weight of that fraction collected certified by the Bureau of
in the pan, shall be expressed as Standards. If used continually,
percentages of the test specimen the sieves will, after a period of
weight to the nearest 0.1 percent, time, become less accurate and
and reported in the following form. might no longer be acceptable as
Any screen fraction whose per- certified sieves. The common
centage of the test specimen practice, which would be consid-
weight is less than 0.1 percent ered acceptable according to this
shall be reported as "trace." standard, would be to use the

Table II - Form for Repciting Test certified sieves as a master set
Data for checking other working sets

of sieves. By comparing sieve
tests on the same sample, run in

Mesh Percentage by both the master set and working
(Tyler or U.S.S.) Weight set, a factor can be established

+ 80 ................ for correcting results on the
- 80.+100 ................ working sieves. These factors
-100 +150 ................ will vary with the coarseness of
-150 +200 ................ the powder and should be estab-
-200 +325 ................ lished for powders of different
-325 ................ particle size distribution. The

method for obtaining this factor
APPENDIX is illustrated by the example

Al. Method for Obtaining Sieve given in Table Ill. All results
Correction obtained on the working sieves

Table Ill - them would be multiplied by the
Facto by Whc Ito factor so obtained beforecwtiie wor t i W~al k sifve

sVMh to w4n tos reporting.
+,0 01 0.1 0.1w0.0 I.

:-0 1.0 I.N ,o.o 1. A3. Comparable Standards
-ISO .200 20.0 20.0 20.0/10.0 -. ASTM - B 214:200 ",325 S.0 4.0 5.0/4.0 = 1411

-1 21. 2 2/o, 0.71o German - 81-69

- y p"Ication of these standard. no position is
Ue. With rse to the validity of any pate
roes in ao ein t m m, and thi Maul POWa
Inclusti edmntion de not uWrtake to insre
a 0utiUns tn Id spinet lieblit for
in-in g ant of ay LeM Patent nar aesume any
mattibiiy.
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Procedure 8851-05: Mill powder to increase its
apparent density and flow rate.

A. Equipment:

1. Ball mill.

2. Ball mill Jar.

3. Steel balls, 3/4-7/8 inch diameter.

4. Hall apparatus.

5. Top-loading electronic balance.

B. Procedure:

1. Mill powder, as In Procedure 8851-01 for 1/2, 1, or 2 hours,
as required, to increase its apparent density to 1.35-1.58 g/cm3

(30-35% of theoretical).

D-8
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-140: Application of Lubricant
to Forging Bar or Preform

A. Equipment:

1. Spray gun.

2. Spray booth.

B. Procedure:

1. Pour designated lubricant into spray gun.

2. Add thinner, If required.

3. Spray sample, one pass only, applying a very light coat
of lubricant.

4. Allow sample to air dry.

D

D-9
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-12: Powder Blending

(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-01 "Powder Milling")

1. Weigh out Ti and Al-V in ratio of 90:10 using electronic top-loading
balance, Ex 1200 g charge - 120 g Al-V

1080 g TI

2. Fill jar with powder and balls as per 8851-01 and blend for 1/2 hour.

D-10
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-4.10-20, Rev. 0: Briquetting of Gimbal Ring

(To be used In conjunction with Procedure 8851-120, "Die Pressing

(Briquetting) of Metal Compacts.")

1. Briquetting pressure for this part Is 30 ton/in 2. The die area
Is 0.6 in2; briquetting force *18 1 1 ton.

D-11
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-30: Sintering Green Compacts

A. Equipment:

1. Brew Model 426 vacuum furnace or equivalent.

2. L-H Penningvac cold cathode vacuum gauge with electrical readout.

3. Strip-chart recorder.

B. Procedure:

1. Place an outgassed BN-coated moly foil on furnace hearth, BN
facing upward.

2. Place compacts on BN surface, with space between compacts, and
no compact closer than 1/4 inch from the furnace heating element.

3. Close furnace and pump down.

4. Blank chamber off from pump and check leak rate. Do not start
run if leak rate exceeds 10 microns/minute.

5. Connect thermocouple and vacuum gauge to recorder. Identify
channels, FSD values, and chart speed on Recorder Data Sheet.

D
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-30: Sintering Titanium Powder Compacts

(To be used in conjunction with 8851-30, "Sintering Green Compacts.")

1. Heat sampl , to lO00°F at rate such that chamber pressure does not
exceed 10" torr. Hold >15 minutes at this temperature.

2. Heat to 1600°F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at least 15 minutes at this temperature.

3. Heat to 2250 ± 250 F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at temperature for 4 hours.

D-13
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-50: Forging of Gimbals

A. Equipment:

1. Forge press of at least 50T capacity.

2. Die nest 8851-265.

3. Die Inserts:
a) Gimbal Ring: 8851-265-4
b) Inner Gimbal: 8851-265-5

* . 4. DTI (Digital Temperature Indicator) with Type K thermocouple.
5. Furnace capable of heating to 18000F and of being moved in

close proximity to forge die.

6. Tongs.

7. Die Lubricant: Grafoil 1226.

B. Procedure:

1. Set furnace to 18000F with hearth plate in place. Check hearth
temperature with thermocouple.

2. Set die heater controller to 3500 F.

3. Lubricate die, core rod and punches.

" 4. When furnace hearth has reached 1800°F t150 F, place forging

preform on hearth. Set timer to ten minutes.

5. Lower upper punch into die. Se die force:
a) Gimbal Ring: 40T
b) Inner Gimbal: 30T

6. When preform timer rings:

a) Raise upper punch so that Its lower end is 6-10 Inches above die.

0 b) Remove preform and transfer to die.

7. Forge. Elapsed time from removal of preform from furnace to contact
with upper punch must be less than ten seconds.

8. Eject forging from die.

9. Clean die.

D-14
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-140: Application of Forging Lubricant
to P/M Ti-6A1-4V Forge Preforms

1. The lubricant to be used for these parts is D1363.

2. Coat preforms with a thin, uniform layer of lubricant.

3. Sprayed parts are to be dried for two minutes with a heat gun,
or they may be air dried.

I

D--1
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-50: Forging Small Titanium P/M Parts

A. Equipment:

1. Forge press capable of accommodating die nest and with enough
force to overcome the material flow stress at the forging
temperature.

2. Die nest, four column, with integral ejector.

3. Die inserts.

4. Furnace, tongs.

B. Procedure:

1. Mount die nest in press and adjust so that bushings on punch plate
move smoothly over columns.

2. Install die Inserts in die nest. Align punch or upper die with die.

3. Connect die heaters and die thermocouples to die heater power supply.
9Heat die to 700-8000 F.

4. Move part-heating furnace within arm's reach of die.

5. Lubricate forging preform, lubricate punch and die.

6. Heat forging preform.

7. Transfer quickly to die.

8. Apply forging force; adjust force, as required, to produce required
forging pressure.

9. Raise upper punch.

10. Eject from die.

i

D- 16
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-60: Cleaning of Forging

A. Equipment:

1. Sand blast cabinet or Kolene tank.

2. Acid and rinse tanks.

3. Micrometer.

B. Procedure:

1. Remove lubricant by sand blast or by immersion in Kolene bath.

2. Remove 0.001 Inch/surface in 3 v/o HF, 30 v/o HNO3 , 67 v/o H20
at 190-210 0 F.

3. Rinse.

'D.1
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" "PROCESS SPEC IFI CAT IO11

PRE- IIISPECTION ETCH
ALL TITANIUM ALLOYS - CLEAN GLOVE TREATMENT

1.0 TITLE: Titanium Alloy Pre-Inspection Etch --Chemical.

2.0 SCOPE: This Specification provides an etch for conditioning titanium hardware
suraces prior to inspection per P&WA EIH-2.

3.0 iATERIALS:

3.1 Alkaline Cleaner, per P&WA PS-1OID.
- 3.1.1 Chemical Composition

P&C-WA PMC 1256 Alkali Cleaner (Hubbard Hall 1200
or equivalent, 9-14 oz./gal.)

3.2 Etch Solution, per PrIA PS-380
3.2.1 Chemical Composition

titric Acid (420 Be) 30.0 - 40.0% by volume
Hydrofluoric Acid (702) 2.5 - 3.5, by volume

" .3 Water Rinse Tanks.
3.4 Fluoride waste treatment.

!.0 OPERATING CONDITIONS:

4.1 Rack parts In plastic coated fixtures, or vertically in stainless steel baskets.
* f.2 Immerse in alkaline cleaner for 1. to 2.0 minutes at 1500 - 2000F.
.3 Rinse in cold water for 2.0 minutes. Air agitation to be provided. Parts

must be cooled to room temperature before etching.
• qi . Immerse in titanium etch solution for 30 t 15 seconds*, however, keep Immersion

at a maximum time of 45 seconds. Air agitation to be provided.
. Immerse parts In fluoride treatment tank No. I.

T6 Immerse parts in fluoride treatment tank Ho. 2.
q-.7 Rinse thoroughly in clean cold water for 2.0 minutes. Air agitation to he

provided.
-.$ Rinse thoroughly in clean hot water for 1.0 minutes. Air agitation to be

provided.
(.9 AJi parts are to be handled with clean gloves after the final hot rinse.
1.0 Stow dry with clean filtered air.

i.ll Place cleaned parts in clean containers prepared so that no foreign matter
can contaminate the surface.

.. OTE: This process removes approximately .0003" material per side per
minute. Care should be taken to assure that finish part dimensions
are maintained.

D- 18
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5.0 SAFETY: The above listed chemicals are hazardous. Protective equipment
Including face shield shall be worn when making up solutions. In case
of bodily contact with chemicals, Inmedlately flush contacted area with

water and. seek medical attention.

6.0 PROCESS CONTROL: Chemical sampling and additions shall be performed as

specified by the materials Engineering Department.

R.S. Sikora, Chemical Engineer
Materials £ Process Control Department

C. McKenzie

ectlon Manager Chemical
Materials Engineering Department

H. E. Collins, Manager

Materials Engineering Department

D-19
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. ,TRW Materials Technology
Process Description

Ti P/M Gyro Machining Preform: Inner Gimbal: P/N 410 MP

Material: Ti-6AI-4V Process: Die Press/Sinter/HIP
Process

Operation Equipment Qualified Sheets
Number Operation or Facility Operator Spec., Drwg.

410-00 Mill AI-V master alloy Ball mill, 10 mesh SS Screen LJ 8851-01
to -100 mesh " " jar, gallon

Steel balls

410-05 Determine PSD, AD Tyler Ro-Tap U MPIF 04
80-325 mesh SS Screens MPIF 05
Balance, Hall apparatus

410-07 Mill Titanium Bali mill, jar, balls, U 8851-05
as In 406-00

410-10 Determine PSO, AD As above, for 406-05 U MPIF 04, 05
for Ti powder

410-12 Blend AI-V into Ti Ball mill, jar, balls, U 4203-12
balance, as in 406-00 8851-05

410-15 Analyze powder: A), Chem. Lab
V, Fe, Na, Cl, C, 0,
H, N

410-20 Press green compact Briquetting die 410-BD-1 LJ 8851-120
Hydraulic press 4203-410-20

410-25 Inspect 0-1" micrometer, U Dwg. 410-B
balance bench

410-30 Slnter Brew or NRC Vacuum Furnace LJ or 8851-30
JS 4203-30

410-35 Inspect Bench, 0-1" micrometer, Dwg. 410-S
Balance

410-40 HIP HIP unit JA 4203-40
8851-40

E-1
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Procedure 8851-01: Powder Milling

1. Use new steel jar, one that has been last used for titanium or one that
has been bored out to remove any metal contamination. If new or machined,
"condition" with scrap titanium powder for 1 hour.

2. Screen AI-V to -10 mesh.

3. Fill jar 1/4 full with powder (--1200 g for 6 inch jar).

4. Add 3/4-7/8 inch 0 steel balls either new or previously used for this
material so that powder plus balls half fill the jar.

5. Seal jar.

6. Place jar on mill and run for 2 hours.

7. Remove jar from miI I.

8. Tap lid to settle powder.

9. Open jar.

10. Use 10 mesh screen to separate balls from powder.

E-2
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PI F STANDARD NO. 04

METAL POWDER INDLSTRIES IEDERATION
Method for

DETERMINATION OF APPARENT DENSITY OF
FREE -FLOWING METAL POWDERS

USING THE HALL APPARATUS
MPIF Stamlnid 04

Isshued 1945, Adopted 1948, Revised 192

This Standard. prepared by the Metal Powder Industries Federation, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gestions for revision should be addressed to the Metal Powder Industries Federation, 201 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Users of standards are cautioned to secure the latest editions. Additional data
must be approved by the Standards Board of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered part of the Standard. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF standards will be sent on request. The price of this standard is $2.00

1. SCOPE Nowo 1 - The powoer is dry when S. REPORT
1.1 This standard describes a there is no weight loss as the 5.1 The weight in grams of t:a pow-

method for determining the ap- result of conditioning it for one der from the leveled density cup,
parent density of free-flowing hour in a drying oven at 215 to multiplied by 0.04, shall be
metal powders and is only suit- 225 F (102 to 107 C) and cooling reported as the apparent density
able for those powders which to mom temperature in a dessi- to the nearest 0.1 g/cm'.
will flow unaided through the cator.
specified Hall flowmater funnel. 3.1.1 The test specimen shall be a APPENDIXES
See MPIF Standard No. 28 for representative sample obtained
apparent density of non4ree- in accordance with MPIF Stand- Al. REPORT ON PRECISION OF MPIF
flowing metal powders. aid No. 01. STANDARD NO. 04

2. APPAATLUS 4. PROCEDURE A1.1 A planned tsting program was
2.1 The following apparatus is 4.1 The dry test specimen shall be carried out among users of the

required to perform this deter- carefully loaded into the flow- Hell floaneter apparatus to
mination. meter funnel and permitted to obtain date to determine the

2.1.1 Hall Flowmeter Funnel: A run into the density cup through precision of this method. The
standard flometer funnel (Fig. the discharge orifice. Care must complete report on this work is
1) having an orifice of 0.10 in. be taken not to move the density available in the offices of the
in diemetar(2.54 mm). cup. Metal Powder Industries Fader-

2.1.2 Density Cup: A cylindrical 4.2 When the powder completely ation.
cup (Fig. 2) having a capecity of fills and overflows the periphery A1.2 The report concludes that
25 t 0.05 cc. of the density cup, the funnel MPIF Standard No. 04 is oper-

2.1.3 A support (Fig. 3) to hold the shall be rotated approximately able, in the testing of free-
flouseter funnel concentric 90, in a horizontal plane ao that flowing metal powder, with a
with the density cup so that the the renmining powder falls away precision of V = 2.1%.
bottom of the orifice is 1.0" from the cup. A2. COMPARALE STANDARDS
(approx. 25 mm) above the top 4.3 Using a non-magnetic spatula
of the density cup when assem- with the blade held perpendicu- ASIM B 212
bled, (Fig. 4). lr to the top of the cup. the Japanese JIS Z 2504-1966

2.1.4 Bese: A vibration-free table powder shell be leveled off flush Geran 83-69
to support the flowineter assm- with the top of the density cup.
by. Care must be taken to avoid

2.1.5 Balance: A balance having a jarring the apparatus at anytime.
capacity of at least 200 g and 4.4 After the leveling operation, the
a sensitivity of 0.01 g. density cup should be lightly

tapped on the side to settle the Metric system conversion factors for an
3. TNT SPECIMEN powder to avoid spilling in dimensions referred to in this Standard are
3.1 The test specimen shell consist transfer, available in the ASTM Metric Practice

Guide. publisbad by the America Socety!". of a volume of approxlmstely 30 4.6 The powder shall be transferred for Testing and Materials. 1916 Race 9.
to 40 cc of dry metal powder. to the balance and weighed to Philadelph, Pa. 19103.

the nearest 0.05 g.

E-3
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MPIF STANDARD NO. 05

METAL POWDER INDUSTRIES FEDERATION

Method for
DETERMINATION OF SIEVE ANALYSIS OF

METAL POWDERS
MPIF Standard 05

Issued 194-5. Revised 1949, Adopted 1949, Revised 1962, 1973

This Staodard. p rad by the Metal Powder Industries Federtion, is subject to periodic revision. Sug-
gesties for revision should be addessed 0o the Metal Powder Industries Federation, P.O. Box 2054.
Princeo. N.J. 0640. Users of standards me cautioned to secure the latest editiont. Additional deta
must be approved by the Standards Bard of the Metal Powder Industries Federation before it can be con-
sidered pert of the Standm. Copies of MPIF Standards may be obtained from the Federation at the above
address. A list of other MPIF stndrds will be sent on request. The price of this standard is *2.00

1. SCOPE Tyler Sieves.. Size and Tyler Sieve tive order as to size of openings.
1.1 This method covers the test for Series Designation with the sieve having the largest

the sieveopening at the top, the assembly
compacting grade grnular metal 175 micron ( 80 mesh) oei 9 a h oteasmlswdev aa 149 micron (100 mesh) being completed by a solid

compatige r adsrnl. ea 14 micron (100 mesh) collecting pan below the bottom

2. APPARATUS 74 micron (200 mesh) sieve. The test specimen shall be
2.1 Sieves: A set of standard sieves 4micron (325 mesh) placed on the top sieve and this
21 Ssieve closed with a solid cover.

selected from Table No. 1, ASTM 2.2 Sieve Shaker: A mechanically The sieve assembly then shall be
Specification Ell, or the v operaed single eccentric sieve fastened securely in a suitable
lest Tyler Standard Scree Scale haker which inparts to the nest mechanical sieve shaking device
(200 )Sieves. The sieves shall be in. of sieves a rotary motion of 285 and operated for a period of 15
or 2 in.(25 or 50 m) in depth Ied rpm plus or minus 15. and a minutes.
fitted with brass. bronze, stain- topping action of 150 taps per 4.2 The sieved fractions shall be

minute plus or minus 10. The removed from the nest of sieves
ses siel or ther suitble wire. sieve shaker shall be fitted with by removing the coarsest sieve

-The sieves shall conform to ASM a plug to receive the impact of from the nest, gently tapping its
Specification Ell. The following the tapping device. The eti contents to one side and pouringsieves shelln bevce used fornheiiev-ysieves ohall be ta for the siee apparatus shall be mounted them upon a. glazed paper. Any
-anlysis of metal pa so rigidly. and preferably shall be mterial adhering to the bottom of

Tablmesh or fingev provided with a time switch to the sieve and frame shall be
TwoI Tyestngie acording toe -insure accuracy of duration of the brushed with a soft brush into the
Ty ler Stadord Scre Scale - U.S. test. next finer *s . The sieve just
S d A r ASTM Series. 2.3 A balance havingscapacityofat removed then shall be tapped.

least 100 g. and a sensitivity of upside down, on the paper con-
ASiM Saves, ine ad U.S. Sosad 0.01 . taining the portion that had been

Siee eeatlt . T SPECIN retained on it. This fraction shall
177 micron (No. 80) 3.1 The test specimen, obtained in be weighed to within 0.1 g. This
146 lMre (No.1 00) accordance with MPIF Standard process shall be repeated for
106 mwcr (NO. 140) 01, shall be 100 9. of any ewder each sieve in the nest and the
74 micron (No. 200) the appet density of which. fraction collected in the pan shall
44 micmon (No. 325) daterined by MPIF Standard 04. also be emoved and weighed. The

is greater then 1.50 g/cm3. sum of the weights of all the
If the apparent density of the fractions shall be not less then
powder is less than 1.50 g/cms, a 99 percent of the test specimen

k.ric yo I f--e fr all 50 g. sample shall be used. weight, and the difference be-
b-+ dim i nfernd m Ois S/ aI r am tween this sum and 100 (or 50 in

-s lia l o bAm.Ma d, 4. F)W" case of powders the apparnt
f Mela im, 1916 ROa BL. 4.1 The group of sieves selected de95sity of which is less than 1.50
r eteip e. Fe. IIU" shall be assembled in conscu- /cm') shall be addd to the

E-5
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weight of the fraction collected A2. Certified Sieve
in the pan. Sieves conforming to ASTM Spec-

ification ElI can be obtained from
6. REPO the sieve manufacturers, and
5.1 The weights of the fractions arrangements can be made

retained on each sieve, and the through them to have the sieves
weight of that fraction collected certified by the Bureau of
in the pen, shall be expressed as Standards. If used continually,
percentages of the test specimen the sieves will, after a period of
weight to the nearest 0.1 percent, time, become less accurate and
and reported in the following form. might no longer be acceptable as
Any screen fraction whose per- certified sieves. The common
centage of the test specimen practice, which would be consid-
weight is less then 0.1 percent ered acceptable according to this
shall be reported as "trace.- standard, would be to use the

Table II - Form for Reporting Test certified sieves as a master set
Dats for checking other working sets

of sieves. By comparing sieve
tests on the same sample, run in

Mesh Peosagge by beth the master set and working
(tyler or U.S.S.) Weight set, a factor can be established

+ 80 ................ for correcting results on the
- 80+100 ................ working sieves. These factors
-100+150 ................ will vary with the coarseness of
-150 +200 ................ the powder and should be esteb-

-200 +325 ................ lished for powders of different
-325 ................ particle size distribution. The

method for obtaining this factor
APPENDIX is illustrated by the example

Al. Method for Obtaining Sieve given in Table III. All results
Correction obtained on the working sieves

Table Ill - them would be multiplied by the
Foam b Wh.i W factor so obtained beforeCobied Wor immii o r lo

fie" tie" 0 omn 0 ssdam reporting.
.0 0.1 0.1 0.1/0 1.

- 100 3.o t.: 3.0/3.0 a 1, A3. Comparable Standards+". !I '.O 10.O 10.0/10.0 = t,

-.110+m 20.0 20.0;2.0=1. ASTM - B 214
-M +1 s.: . 04.o 1.25 German - 81-69

- 41 F400 a so smlily of a" WmiW
Is . 1 o .i. ad dos M"Mi P -

ieoiswie Feiwasie do" no utro souik 1WAMuw
Wsp gillitin Sw euSUd splint IiMiIiy fo
1@11 1 of myW L40ME hauol War m~ue 6NV
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 8851-05: Mill powder to Increase its
apparent density and flow rate.

A.. Equipment:

1. Ball mill.

2. Ball mill jar.

3. Steel balls, 3/14-7/8 inch diameter.

4. Hall apparatus.

5. Top-loading electronic balance.

B. Procedure:

1. Mill powder, as In Procedure 8851-01 for 1/2, 1, or 2 hours,
as required, to Increase its apparent density to 1.35-1.58 g/cm3

(30-35% of theoretical).

E-7
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-12: Powder Blending
(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-01 "Powder Milling")

1. Weigh out Ti and AI-V in ratio of 90:10 using electronic top-loading
balance, Ex 1200 g charge - 120 g AI-V

1080 g Ti

2. Fill jar with powder and balls as per 8851-01 and blend for 1/2 hour.

ri E-8
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Procedure 8851-20: Die Pressing (Briquetting) of Metal Compacts

. A. Equipment:

1. Briquetting die set.

2. Powder compaction press, hydraulic.

B. Procedure:

1. Inspect wall of die and core rod, if any, and remove any adherent metal.

2. Adjust lower punch to provide correct powder fill depth.

3. Use 3.35 inch test bar die to check press for platen parallelism
left-to-right and front-to-back. Shim as required, with a 1/4 inch

0steel plate over the shims.

4. When platens are parallel within 0.002 inch over 3.35 inch, place
required briquetting die in center of lower platen. Connect pressure
recorder to press.

(4a. Lubricate die wall.)

5. Add powder, tap die, and level off the powder.

6. FIt upper punch into die ao that top of punch is horizontal and punch
is at least 1/64 inch into die.

7. Apply required pressure to top punch. Hold 5 seconds.

8. Release pressure.

9. Remove to punch.

10. Use ejector ring to eject the compact. Note ejection force.

iE
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TRW Materials Technology

Procedure 4203-410-20, Rev. 0: Briquetting of Inner Gimbal

(To be used in conjunction with Procedure 8851-120, "Die Pressing
(Briquetting) of Metal Compacts.")

1. Briquetting pressure for this part Is 40 ton/in 2 . The die area is
0.6 in2 ; briquetting force 24 ± 1 ton.

E-10
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Procedure 4203-30: Sintering Titanium Powder Compacts

(To be used in conjunction with 8851-30, "Sintering Green Compacts.")

1. Heat sampl z to 1000OF at rate such that chamber pressue does not
exceed 10 q torr. Hold *15 minutes at this temperature.

2. Heat to 16000F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at least 15 minutes at this temperature.

3. Heat to 2250 ±25°F with same pressure control as in (1).
Hold at temperature for 4 hours.

E-12
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